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ABSTRÀCT

This is an exploratory study which is int.ended t.o add to

the current body of knowledge regardingr the lanquage

adjustments teachers make when communicating with Non-Native

Speaker(NNS) students. This language adjustment is called

teacher talk, a sub-category of a phenomenon known aS

foreigner talk. It is important to understand lanquage input

and its impact on the second language acguisition process.

Such an understanding will allow teachers to make more

informed pedagogric decisions about the tlpe of language input

used with NNS students, focusingr on the idea of linguistic

simplification and its impact on cognitive simplification.

Specifically, this st.udy is about vocabulary form and

commonness or wOrd frequency. Vocabulary form features

include grammatical category (e.g., noun, verb), general

classification (i.e., function or content word), inflectional

morphemes (e. g., endings like "ed" ), productive derivational

morphemes (e.g., prefixes and suffixes), verb form, pronoun

form and contractions. A computer program cal1ed PARSAID was

developed and. used to count the forms in the corpora of ten

English as a Second Language (ESL) teachers (Group A) and ten

Non-ESL teachers (Group B) of adults, using a two-minute

sample corpus from each teacher. The samples were transcribed

and each word was classified and coded according to the pre-

selected vocabulary features. The corpora of Group A and

Group B were compared. for significant differences using chi



square. In addit.ion, commonness or word' frequency was studied

by comparing the corpora with an established word frequency

dictionary (Carro1l, Davies & Richman, L9"7L\ . A dictionary

based on this book was entered into PARSAID which then parsed

each word in each Leacher's corpus accordingr to frequency of

use per million words. The results were described with a

cumulative frequency table and polygon. fn addition, the

total mean freguency of use per million and the total mean

number of words were compared using a t test with each.

This study found that there \^/as a significant difference

between Group A and Group B regarding the use of general

classif ication of words, glraÍìmatical f orm, pronoun f orm,

contractions and derivational morphemes. For commonness or

word frequency per mi11ion, Group B used a slightly higher

percentage in the most frequent range of 3,35L-'73,1"23 words

per million. Group A used a higher percentage in the second

highest range. Group B had a significantly higher freguency

per million on averagie than did Group A. Also, Group A used

72 per cent of the total number of words used by GrouÞ B, a

significant dif ference.

This study resulted in one profile of teacher talk which

focuses on vocabulary form and commonness, and may conLribute

to further research in the area. Such a profile can assist

teachers in Lheir reflections on the simplification of

language input and i ts impact on the cognitive domain, and in

making relevant pedagogic decisions.

l-a
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Chapter One

Statement of Problem and Its Significance

Statement of Problem

The purpose of this study is to add to the current body

of research concerning the language adjustments teachers make

when communicating with Non-Native Speaker (NNS) students"

This is a phenomenon known as Teacher TaIk (TT) ' which is a

sub-category of a speech variant ca1led Foreigner Talk (FT) "

studies of FT examíne the way Native speakers (NSs) of a

language speak to people whom they perceive as lacking ful-I

proficiency in the language.

In a general sense, this study is about the second

language acquisition process and, specifically, it focuses on

the vocabulary form of the language input aspect of the

process. It is an exploratory study intended to determine

similaritíes in the speech of ESL teachers with respect to

pre-selected lexícal form features, thereby creating a profile

of TT with respect to vocabulary" ft is important to establish

how the language used in the instruction of ESL st'udents

differs from that used with NS students. Information about

the way language is modified for the purpose of facilitating

communícation can be used by teachers to reflect upon the

notion of simplification and its impact on the cognitive

domain in the classroom. Ultimately, this should help



teachers to make more informed pedagogic decisions about

second language instruction'

The basic question asked is whether or not there are any

significant differences between the following two groups of

teachers regarding the frequency of vocabulary forms occurring

in selected corpora:

Group A. Ten teachers of intermediate or advanced

language proficiency adult ESL students'
Group B. Ten teachers of adult non-ESL students"

The teachers involved in the study were chosen from a variety

of class content areas so as to provide a wide spectrum of

vocabulary. They r¡Iere audiotaped during a time when they were

explaining something to their students. The resulting corpora

vrere then transcríbed, coded and analyzed'

Although vocabulary can be investigated in terms of

semantic features (i.e., word meaning), this study focused

exclusively on vocabulary forms (Robinett, 1978) " Form

includes:

1"

2.

@

@

general classifícation
content.
grammatical categorY;
differences within each

verb forms.
inf tectional morPhemes ;

likg rredrt, ttstto

productive derivational morphemes; e'g', prefixes
like "anti-" and suffixes like "-able" '

of wordsi i.e., function,

e.g' r noun, verb, and

categorY t ê.9., Pronoun and

e.g. , çtrammatical morPhemes



@ contraction forms i e"g" t 'm for am"

A related aspect of form is vocabulary commonness or word

frequency, which is a useful feature for teachers to

understand especially as it relates to the simplicity of

Ianguage input (Robinett, 1978)" Commonness can be expressed

as the number of times the word appears per millíon calculated

according to a lognormal model (Carroll, Davies & Richman,

1971). A word such as "the" occurs 731123 times per million

and is the most common word in English, as listed in The Word

Frequency Book (Carrol1, Davies & Richman, 1971) ' A less

common word, for example, is "credentials" whÍch occurs

approximately one time per million. So vte would say that

"the" is a more conmon word than "credentials".

Impressionistically, commonness may be apparent. This study

attempts to quantify the idea of coiltmonness, again to

contribute to teachers' discussions about the nature of

simplification and pedagogic decisions"

Another aspect of vocabulary related to the phenomenon of

TT is the total number of words in a corpus. Using less words

in a given time frame is a common way of simplifying language

input (Ferguson, 1981; BIau, l9B2i Wesche & Ready, 1985i

Kliefgan, L985). However, Chaudron (1983) points out that

simplification can take the form of confusingly redundant

overelaboration. This study attempts to add information to

the profile of TT about the number of v¡ords used"



To assist in the calculation of frequencies from the

corpora,. a computer program called PARSAID was created.

PARSAID makes ít possible to classify individual words easily

according to user designation, and to determine total
frequencies in large corpora" It also allows a determination

of vocabulary commonness with respect to a user-entered

frequency dictionary" For this study, The Word Frequency Book

(CarrolIrDavies & Richman, L97L) was used to create a

frequency dictíonary for PARSAID"

Group A and Group B \¡¡ere compared for vocabulary forms

using chi squarer p

differences. The two groups v¡ere then compared for vocabulary

commonness by usÍng a cumulative frequency distribution wíth

respect to mean per cent and grouped frequency intervals. The

total number of words used by each group and the cumulative

mean frequency of conrmonness v/ere also compared"

Previous research (Chaudron, 1983; Wesche & Ready, 1985;

Earlyt L9B7; K1eifgan, 1985) has indicated that teachers do in
fact modify their speech to NNS students. This study focuses

on a specific aspect of these adjustments, vocabulary form and

commonness, for the purpose of creating a profile of TT"

Significance of the Problem

Modern second language (L2) acquisition theory cl-assifies
tho i nnrrt nf I anrrrr.arra {-n f ho 'l aarnorc âc a rlì c{-i na1-

---r *

phenomenon. Furthermore, Krashen (1982) maintains that an



appropriate and pJ-entiful supply of comprehensible input

(i.e", Ianguage which the learner understands) is a necessary

condition for L2 acquisition. It has long been recognized

that the comprehensibílity of language can be increased if it

is modified in various \¡/ays. Ferguson (L97Ll I for examplet

identified some of the \^Iays we address persons whose first

language is not the same as the speaker's and who do not have

full native competence. He called the resulting type of

speech rrFTrr, claiming that it varies structurally f rom NS

speech \^Iith respect to phonologicalr grammatical, semantic and

discoursal elements.

Opinions díffer about the reason, conscious or

subconscious, for the use of FT as a communication device.

Interactionists like Freed (1981) claim that variations are

shaped depending on the speaker's perceptions of ager purposet

cognitive ability, relative status, topic, situation,

linguístic sufficiencY, familiarity with NNSs' mistakes, and

degree of personal acquaintanceship. Other theorists like

Ferguson (Lg7L) argue that FT reflects the NNSs' mistakes in

a kind. of imitation and is an attempt to facilitate

communication. Another view (Valdman, 19B1) holds that FT is

a r^¡ay of maintaining social distance, denying NNSs the

opportunity to hear fully-formed samples of the target

Ianguage and preventing the development of communicative

competence. Granting at least partial truth to all of these

assumptions, it fol-Iows that TT includes a range of



coiltmunicative intentions which may be positive or negative for

the L2 learner" Since language input from the teacher almost

surely has a significant effect upon the L2 acquisition

process in the classroom, it is ímportant to understand the

nature of FT and TT, ultimately to be able to use it in a

teaching situation effectively. A useful model of FT should

consist of a framework which is a continuum, encompassing

different styles of FT, such as TT, and variations within

these styles. This is really the fundamental rationale for

the research undertaken herer âs it is expected that further

study of the impact of TT on the learning process shoul-d

provide a clearer picture about its optimum use in pedagogic

situations "

one element of FT which has been marginatly studied is

Iexical choice" It has been found (Henzl, L979i Wesche &

Ready, 1985; Hatch, L979i Long, 1983) that NSs tend to choose

"simpIified." vocabul-ary when speaking to NNSs" Speech that is

lexically simplified:

@ contains fewer compound formations, idioms, or
sIang,
features higher frequency vocabulary, and

has greater repetition of known words.

However, Chaudron (1983) claims that lexícal simplification

may result in important nuances being lost, thus fostering

cognitive simplicity" Most studies about vocabulary which

have gone beyond casual observation have focused on type/token



analysis of vocabulary simplicity, whereín the final ratio
represents the proportion of different words to the total
number of words produced" The smal-l-er the ratio, the less

diverse or more simplified the language is thought to be.

fmpressionistic observations (Long, 1983i Chaudron/ 1983)

concrude that there is a difference in vocaburary choice

between teachers of ESL students and those of non-ESL

students. However, it appears that few studies have focused

on vocabulary in a comprehensive and quantitative manner.

Chaudron (1983) claims:

Short of an accumulated measure of coiltmonness of
all words used in a given lesson, it is difficult
to determíne the simplicity of vocabulary use in
that entire classroom"

Following his cue, this study aims to increase our

understanding of lexicar simplification in TT by examíning the

commonness of words in a given text in an exploratory but

quantitative \n/ay. By counting and categorizing every word in
selected TT corpora produced by ten ESL teachers and comparing

the resulting data with that derived from simitar serected

corpora of ten Non-ESL teachers according to a number of form

crassifications, it should be possible to draw a profile of TT

with respect to features of vocabulary. This research wíll
thus add to our current understanding of FT and TT, hopefurly

leading to more informed and reflective decisions about the

choices made for language input in pedagogic sítuations,



Definitions

Couunonness refers to how often a word is used in the

English language. This can be stated in quantitative terms as

the frequency of occurrence per million words (Carroll, Davies

& Richman, L97tl. The more frequently occurring a word is,
the more common it is said to be.

Foreigner TaIk (FT) \¡¡as first termed by Ferguson (1971)

who used it to describe a register of simplified speech which

is used by speakers of a language to outsiders who are felt to
have a very limited command of the language or no knowledge of

it at all" ft can be said to occur ín varying degrees, often

in relatíon to the speaker's perceived proficiency of the

Iistener" Teacher Talk (TT) is a subset of FT" Specifically,
it ís the way teachers modify theír speech to NNS students.

Frequency is the number of times a word appears within a

given interval. Within this study, frequencies are expressed

in terms of time t e.g. t the number of words in two minutes or

in terms of quantity t ê.g. t the number of words per million
words.

Second Language Acquisition results in the ability to
produce a second language in its spoken and/or written forms

and, therefore, requires the acquisition of some or all- of the

skills of reading, writing, Iistening and speaking (Robinett,

1978). Language input is part of the acquisition process as

the learner is receiving an input of the second language in
either a deliberate manner, such as in a classroom, or in an



accidental manner as occurs in a natural setting such as

interaction with a store clerk.

Si-urplification is the process by which language input is
changed to make it more salient to the listener" FT and TT

are profil-es of the language which result from simplification"

Simplification should not be thought of as only reductionism,

but can al-so include types of expansion such as elaboratíon.

Vocabulary is one aspect of FT which can be profiled.

Lexical characteristics can be of two types, including those

related to the forms of words and those related to meaning

categories (Robinett, 1978). Vocabulary form can be defined

as the different ways a word can appear. The form of a word

can be described by its classification as function or content

word, grammatical category, type of grammatical morpheme such

as rredrr endings or plural rtsrr endings, contractions, and

prefix or suffix addítion. More detailed definitions are

contained in Appendix A.

Summary and Research Ouestions

This study explores the vocabulary form features in the

corpora of two groups of teachers, 10 ESL and 10 Non-ESL, for

the purpose of creating a profile of TT with respect to
vocabulary" PARSAID enabl-es an efficient and quantitative

study of user selected features, resulting in a reliable
characterization of TT"



The research questions follow, accompanied by the

corresponding nuI1 hypothesis and some preliminary information

about how these hypothesis will be tested"

Research Question 1" Is there any significant difference
between Group A, ESL teachers and Group B, Non-ESL teachers,
in selected corpora with respect to a number of vocabulary
forms?

NUII Hypothesis 1" There j-s no significant difference
between Group A and Group B for selected vocabulary
forms.

The test of significance will be chi square, p ( .05.

Research Question 2" Is there any difference in vocabulary
coflrmonness between Group A and Group B?

NuIl Hypothesis 2. There is no significant difference
between Group A and Group B for vocabulary commonness.

The frequencies will be expressed in
frequency distribution table and polygon.

cumulative

Research Question 3. Is there any difference between Group A
and Group B for the mean frequency of occurrence per million
words?

NuII Eypothesís 3. There is no difference between Group
A and Group B for the mean frequency of occurrence per
million words"

The test of signíficance will be a two-tailed t test, df
18, p < .01.

10



Research Question 4. Is there any difference between Group

and Group B for the mean total number of words?

NulI Hypothesis 4" There is no sígnificant difference
between Group A and Group B for the mean total number of
words "

The test of significance will be a two-tailed t test ' df
18, p < "01.

chapter Two of this study contains a discussion of

relevant literature. Chapter Three outlines the methods, the

instrument and the statistical procedures" Chapter Four

contains a summary of the data as related to the research

questions asked and the null hypotheses posed" Chapter Five

contains an examination of these results and discussion of

their relationship to previous studies as outlined in

Chapter 2. This chapter also has a discussion of pedagogic

implications and suggestions for further research" The

Appendices contaín raw data, expanded grammatícal definitionsf

a sample corpusr and a sample coded corpus"

A
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Chapter Two

Literature Review

Foreiqner Talk

Many researchers (Brulhart, 1986; Long, L982i Chaudron,

19BB), theorists (Krashen, 1982) and methodologists (Krashen

& Terrell, 1983) hold the view that language input is an

independent element factoring in second language acquisition,
which is primarily a subconscious process resulting in an

intuitive knowledge of the language. Krashen (L982) argues

that a large part of the teacher's role is the provision of

comprehensible input (í"e", language which is understood) to
Iearners at the beginner level, Satisfactory provision of

such input, he claims, will result in an implicit knowledge of
the rules of grarnmar. Subsequently, learners will gain a

large part of their interactional and socio-linguistic
competence from acquisition experiences which take place in a

more natural environment such as social situations" This

theory focuses interest on input as an important element of

the language acquisítion process" While formal_, explicit
study of a language also has a place in L2 curriculum, one

cannot doubt the importance of comprehensible input ín
promoting acquisition "

One variety of input which has been studied is FT.

Ferguson (1971) defines FT as a register of simplified speech

used by speakers of a language to outsiders who are felt to
L2



have a limited command of the language or no knowledge of it
at al-I" FT exists on a continuum from the way in which NSs

interact with each other to the modified input of the second

language teacher in the classroom. Speech modification of

this sort is not restricted to NS-NNS discourse" Even NSs

adjust their speech del-iberately to other NSs in order to

clarify messages. Ferguson feels that NSs will adjust their

speech according to what they feel will provide the best

comprehensible input to NNSs. Long (1982) c1aíms that FT is
a natural phenomenon and that every NS will readily use it to
lighten the interactional burden for a NNS no matter what the

envíronment" However, some (Carty, n.d" ) doubt the existence

of FT in a natural environment and its beneficial use in the

classroom" Chaudron (1983) even suggests that FT may be

detrimental to students in the areas of language and general

knowledge attainment (see below) "

FT Vocabularv Studies

One feature of FT which has been marginally studied j-s

vocabulary. Hatch ( 1978 ) stresses the importance of

vocabulary to L2 learners who tend to regard lexical

acquisition as a key to improvíng communícation skíIls" She

says that second language learners constantly stress the

importance of development in this area for further
understanding and that it is vocabulary which forms the

framework for grammatical constructs. She quotes Krashen as

13



noting that. learners can often be observed carrying

dictionaries but rarely grammar books"

Chaudron (1983) classified FT in this respect as being

either ambiguous oversimplification or confusingly redundant

overelaboration. He claims that linguistic simplification can

lead to simplification in the cognitive sense. For example,

the use of simpler paraphrases for words such as "ironic" may

Iead to the exclusion of important nuances, and the omission

of these can be detrimental- to the learner. On the other

hand, overelaboration can lead to confusion (Chaudron. L9B2l I

as several of the structures used for elaboration (e.g.,
opposition and conjunction) can l-ead to ambiguity as to
whether ne\,v meanings are being added or whether a particular

word is being elaborated" Chaudron (1983) claims that
informed decisions about the degree of simptífication or

elaboration of vocabulary should improve teaching methods"

Miese1 (I976l, I in a study of German ESL learners,
explores the notion of simplification with respect to FT and

the interlanguage of second language l-earners. He examines

the linguístic theory that ímitation as a method of FT is a

circul-ar process implying a contemptuous mimicking of a

foreigner's desperate attempts at the language followed by the

foreigner's imitation of the FT. He rejects the Lheory of

imitatíon on the basis that:

there are conmon characteristics of simplified
register in learners across languages;

L"

I4



FT is actually used in a limited number of cases;
and
foreigners tend to assocíate with each other rather
than NSs, relying on their first language for a l-ot
of communication so their opportunity to engage in
this behaviour is limited"

Miesel concludes that FT is a psychological process and that
simplification is a complex strategy for com¡nunication" Vüith

regards to vocabulary, it includes such things as3

2"

3.

1"

2"

3.

4.

5.

less marked lexicon t ê.g. t to do vs" does;
analytic phrases replacing what the speaker
intuitively judges to be "complex" expressions;
missing articles, preposítions, verbs and personal
pronouns;
deletion of inflectional endings on verbs,
adjectives and nouns; and
insertion of subject pronouns ín the imperatíve"

A teacher will engage in FT to adapt communicatíve needs to
the learner's linguistic competence, In other words, FT is a

\nray of optimizing communication through reduction " This

Meisel- calls restrictive simplificatíon, claimíng that it is
a feature of the early stages of language learning.

With regards to the ídea of simplification, Ferguson

(L97I) says that many languages have particular features of
pronunciation, çJrarnmar and lexicon which are

characteristically used in NS NNS interactions. He feels

that FT is an attempt by NSs to simplify the language by

imitating NNSs' speech features. There is a general tendency

15



to omit the copuJ-a, prepositions, articles and inflectional
endings. These omissions are viewed by NSs as being a simpler

version of the language even though a linguistic analysis may

show that, for example, the absence of the copula is regarded

as a deletion and, hence, grammaticalty more complex. AIso,

compensation for the absence of the copula may include

complicated patterns of allomorphy(alternate phonetic form)

and synonym use" In a later publication, Ferguson (1981) says

that there is general agreement that language is considered to
be simpler if there is a much smaller total lexicon,

strikingly fewer grammatical categories as expressed by

ínflectional- and derivational morphology, or by much less

allomorphy" However, he claims, it is unclear whether, or to
what extent, these types of simplicities are compensated for
by complexities elsewhere in the language"

Further to the discussion of simplífication, Larsen-

Freeman ( 1983 ) states that strategies for communication do not

always result in linguistic simplification" She claims that
these strategies result in sentences with a deviant word

order. An example would be, "Friday, Saturday, did you have

a nice weekend?", which is a left dislocation of the topic"
Larsen-Freeman claims that it is not necessarily

simplification, but comprehensibility that is negotiated

between speaker and l-istener"

Final1y, Terrell (L982) points out that although the

input of speech must be understood, Iexical simplification is

16



not ah¡/ays a necessary feature for this to occur" Contextual

supports, for exampler may overcome the complexity of

vocabulary "

Hatch, shapira and Gough (1978) studied simplification

strategies within the discourse of two groups of speakers "

The first group consisted of NSs who \¡Iere very familiar with

NNSs, such as ESL teachers. There v¡as a tendency for these

NSs to imitate the NNSs. Their FT included 'tit't deletion,

tack of verb tense, "do" deletion in negatives and questions,

copula deletion, non-inflected pluralsr Do possessives and no

possessive pronouns. The occurr'ence of the above varied

according to the individual speaker and was not a consistent

phenomenon. The second group contained speakers who were not

accilstomed to NNSs, such as persons givíng ínformation over

the phone to the public" Their strategies were different.

They tended to use fess grammatical reductíon, relying more on

discourse tactics such as repetition, restatements,

elaboration wj-th synonyms, definítion and finishing incomplete

sentences for the NNS. Again, there was great individual

variation, and the researchers concluded that future studies

could focus on who chose what type of FT and for what reasons.

BIau (L982) studied the effects of modified syntax,

speech rate and pausing on the comprehension of second

language learners" She systematically varied taped passages

in terms of sentence complexity and speed in Study tt and

pause times in Study 2" In Study Lt reduced velocity yielded

L7



slightly higher comprehension scores wÍth one of two groups

who hrere at the lowest level of language proficiency"

Variations in sentence structure yielded no significant

results" In Study 2t the version with increased pause times

yielded significantly higher comprehension scores" BIau

concludes that pause tímes at constituent boundaries

significantly enhance the comprehension of aural input, and

that too slow an input rate potentially can impair

comprehension by prolonging the time a pattern must be held in

short-term memory and allowing more time for memory traces to

fade.

HenzI (19731 studied Czech speakers relaying stories to
NSs and NNSs. She found that as a group, NSs talking to NNSs

tended to make certain types of lexical- choices that \¡rere

different from the choices used when talking to NSs. One

major difference v¡as the use of basíc vocabulary in NS-NNS

discourse versus extremely rich diversity in NS-NS discourse

íncluding elaboration and the use of synonyms" The following
are other features of NSs talking to NNSs:

Litt1e elaboration of key words with
utilize these words maximally"
An effort to be concrete by avoiding
pronouns and adjectives and using
pronouns or concrete names"

a tendency to

indefinite
more personal

3. Omitting or replacing with standard equivalents the
following features:

a) colloquial expressions
b) defamatory expressions

1B

1"

2.



compound words
invented names
idiomatic expressions

A type-token analysis of verb tense indicates less use of past

tense forms with NNSs" Henzl's conclusion \^ras that NSs made

linguistic choices according to their judgement of what is

easy, simple and clear" Speech is somehow systematically

patterned to match the NNS's competence.

Early ( 1987 ) studied FT by investigating discourse

interaction features and linguistic input features for eight

ESL teachers with NNS students compared to eight regular

classroom teachers with NS students using chi sguare and Z

scores as tests of significance. All taught social studies to

adol-escents" She also compared her findíngs with Long's

( 1980 ) findings regarding input and interaction outside of

classrooms. Ear1y found that for interaction features there

were differences between the two types of teachers" In

comparison to the TT of teachers of NS students, the speech of

ESL teachers tended to contain;

c)
d)
e)

1. Different frequencies of questions, statements and
imperatives.
More comprehension checks, self-repetitions, other
repetitions and expansions"
Shorter average length of t-units in words.
Lower average number of tensed verbs per
t-unit "

2"

3.
4"

19



EarJ-y concludes that there were many adjustments to the

interactional structure of classroom conversat.ions by ESL

teachers with NNS students and that clearly TT exists in these

classrooms. ESL teachers also tended to use shorter,

syntactically less complex utterances, but there vras no

ungranrmaticality. Type-token l-exical ratios indicate that
there \¡rere no significant differences between teachers and,

therefore, the lexicon was not restricted. Ear1y's comparíson

with Long's 1980 study indicates agreement regarding

type-token ratio resul-ts. Early concludes that there are

clear and strongly marked differences between teachers'

Iinguistic input to NNS and NS students. Teachers adjust

their speech downwards and modify their interactions when

talking to students with limited proficiency in English"

While TT and FT are similar in some ways, they also differ in
important ways.

!üesche and Ready ( 1985 ) studied the language of two

psychology professors" One was a NS of English lecturing in
English to both NS and NNS cl-asses. The other was a NS of

French lecturing in French to both NS and NNS classes wíth

parallel subject matter to the English professor. The NNS

students were considered to be of high intermediate

proficiency" The language of the two professors was compared

with respect to the way they spoke to the NNS students versus

the NS students"

20



Part of the study focused on analyzing vocabulary

features, including type-token ratio, gralnmatical word form

(e"g., noun), content vs. function words and verb forms, using

chi square as a test of significance" The only significant

differences for the English professor with regard to verb

forms h/ere the use of more tensed non-auxiliary verbs with the

NNS students than the NS students and the use of more non-

present tensed copula with the NS students. A type-token

ratio was calculated on vocabulary and no significant

difference \¡¡as found" A type-token ratio calculated for verb

forms also resulted in no significant difference" There were

no significant differences found for grammatical- form (e.9.,

noun, verb, adjective) " The English professor used

significantly more words when speaking to NNS students" There

was also a significant difference in the total number of words

used by both professors, as both used more words when speaking

to NS students. The use of more words was attributed to extra

illustrative examples being given"

However, Vüesche and Ready found that a more detailed

analysis of specific grammatical forms showed an even greater

difference. The English professor used more "will-" and rrsorr

while avoiding conditionals with the NNS group" At the same

time, he used the word "wou1d" more with NS students. He also

made greater use of the infinitive forms, non-present "be",

and a variety of tenses with NSs, in contrast to the almost

excl-usive use of present tense with NNSs" Wesche and Ready
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concluded that the most important predictor of the speech

characteristics of a NS addressing NNSs are the individuat

characteristics of the NS's speech rather than a given set of

FT discourse characteristics. However, notwithstanding this
conclusion, both speakers in the study showed systematic

deviations from speech directed to NSs when addressing NNSs in
parallel situations. !ùesche and Ready attributed the fact
that no quantitative dif f erences \,vere f ound f or overall
vocabulary characteristics to the high proficiency level of

the students as well as the professors' av/areness that the NNS

students \^rere f amiliar with the content of the lectures

through readings and through language instruction sessions.

Kliefgan (1982) focused on a kindergarten teacher,s

speech with a group of students whose English competence

ranged from zero proficiency to ful-l native competency. The

language $ras characterized by deletions of determiners,

copulas, auxiliaries, pronouns and verbs, which díminished

with children of greater linguistic proficiency" Type-token

results indicated that the greatest number of words v/ere

dírected at the least proficient child with less lexical
variety (totaI corpus 933 words). A subsequent study (1983)

revealed that this teacher increased lexical variety as the

students' language ability increased. However, the length of

speech directed at NNSs was generally shorter than that
intended for NSs"
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Long and Sato ( 1983 ) conducted an exploratory study of

ESL teachers' classroom questions, testing for the following:

1"

2"

3.
4.

question type
frequency of questions, statements
imperatives

and

present versus non-present verb forms
rank order of grammatical morphemes for ESL

teachers as compared to rank order for NS-NNS

outside classrooms

The comparison group \^¡as NSs and NNSs in inf ormal

conversations outside the classroom and the test of

significance was chi square. Spearman rank order correlation

co-efficient was also calculated. The ESL teachers \¡rere found

to use significantly more present tense verb forms, ask more

display and fewer referential questions, and use fewer

questions and more statements and imperatives in T-units" The

rank order of grammatical morpheme use r¡/as signif icantly

positively correlated with the frequency order for these items

in the comparison group, From these results, Long and Sato

conclude that ESL teachers continue to emphasize form over

meaning and accuracy over communication j-n spite of the trend

in language teaching methodology towards focusing on

communication "

Derwing (1991) performed a study which compared the

speech of eight ESL instructors and that of eight persons who

har{ nñ rer:r-r I ar r':ontar:t wì t-h NNSs " with resnect to word

frequency, The subjects v¡ere asked to explain something to
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NNSs considered to be at a high beginner language proficiency

level. The two groups did not differ for word frequency or

rate. Houlever, when the subjects were grouped according to
the personality traits of interpersonal affect and social
participation, there vrere significant differences in word

frequency and speech rate" Derwing rel-ied on the Thorndike

and Lorge (7944) word count for frequency counts which were

classified as follows:

1"

2.
3.
4.
5"

6.

The 500 most frequent words"
The 1000 most frequent words"
Words occurríng 100 or more times per million.
Words occurring between 50 and 99 times per milIion"
Words occurring 26-49 times per miIlion.
Words occurring 0-25 times per million"

Derwing found that narrators used more words in frequent

categories and fewer in less frequent categories when speaking

to NNSs, Those subjects in the high interpersonal
affect/social group (as determined by the Jackson personality
inventory) used signíficantly more of the top 500 words with
NNSs and significantly fewer of the l-east frequent" In the

low interpersonal/social participation group, there were no

significant adjustments of word frequency"

There $rere no group (experienced vs. ínexperíenced

narrator) differences in overal-I rate. However, there was a

reductíon in rate when addressing NNSs by both groups. Tn the

high versus 1ow interpersonal affeci-/social participation
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groups, the high group did not slow down while the low group

did in terms of increasing pause times" Derwing concluded

that consideration of how to talk to low proficiency NNSs is

excluded from TESL education programs and that there is a need

for an emphasis on communication skitls in teacher training'

There have been a number of other impressionistic

observations about vocabulary in FT. Long's (1983) overall

observations characterj-ze FT as consisting of more restricted

vocabulary with greater repetition and more concrete versus

abstract word forms. Chaudron (1983) notes that vocabulary

used with lower level learners looks less complex lexically'

He found that vocabulary can be simplified by employing more

frequently used words or simple círcumlocutíons (e.9.,

"clinging" changed to "hofd on very tightly" ). He also nofes

that more difficult vocabulary was clarified, elaborated upon

or made simpler by redund.ancy. Chaudron (1983) argues that

short of an accumulated measure of the commonness of all words

in a given lesson, it is difficult to determine simplicity'

In order to ínvestigate this claim with sufficient rigorr w€

need to clarify the concept of commonness"

Vocabularv Commonness

Several word frequency books have attempted to establísh

the conmonness of vocabulary (West , L967 i Kucera & Francis,

1967; Jones & Wepman, Lg66; Dahl, L979i Carroll, Davies &

Richman I LgTL') . West's list is based on r¡Iritten materials and
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reflects the frequency of occurrence of the various meanings

and uses of words in a study of five mil-Iion words. He claims

the chief value of the list is in cutting out that which is

not essential to the learning of "major words" or "heawy

words" and that anything which seems in the least degree

unusual or doubtful should certainly be excl-uded from the

teaching p1an" Besides frequency, factors to be considered

for the inclusion of vocabulary in the teaching plan are ease

of learning, necessity, cover (word nearest the root sense of

an idea versus tricky idioms, for example), stylistic level
and intensive or emotional words" West maintains that
educators shoul-d stick to words that express ideas versus

emotions in the classroom"

Jones and Vüepman's list represents the frequency of adult

spoken vocabulary based on the telling of a story from twenty

pictures of the Thematíc Apperception Test. Their purpose for
compiling the list v/as to provide a baseline for the

linguistic analysis of aphasic patients. Data \^¡ere analyzed

according to frequency of use, grammatical class (e.g., noun),

inflections and contractions"

Kucera and Francis's list is based on the written Corpus

of Present-Day Edited American English" Thís consist.ed of

1,014t232 words divided into fifteen categories such as:

1"

2"

Press: Reportage
Fiction: Science
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There are 500 samples of 2t000 words each. Their analysis is

of .word frequency, word length, sentence length and a

lognormal model of frequency distribution (Carrol1, Davies &

Richman, L97L).

Dahl's list is generated from psychoanalytical cases

including patients and psychoanalysts. The total word count

\^las 1, 058, 888 words with l7 ,7 BI dif f erent words and the

analysis was of frequency, number of speakers to use a word

and the rate per million based on Carroll's lognormal model.

Carroll, Davies and Richman's l-ist, which was used in the

present study, \¡/as taken from the textual samples of published

materials for Grade 3 to 9 students. They used the American

Heritage Intermediate Corpus with over five million words in

500 word samples and 86t741 different types" The analysís is

based on a statistical model which postulates that the total

vocabulary underlying a corpus is distributed according to the

familíar normal distribution as logarithms of frequency are

used. Statistics presented include v¡ord frequencies,

dispersion of frequencies over 17 subject categoríes and

frequency per million adjusted for dispersion.

Nature of Vocabulary Features

Vocabulary can be said to have characteristics related to

meaning, usage or form" Robinett (L978) distinguishes the

semantics or meaning in language as being of three types:

lexical, experiential and grammatícal. She states that words
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are the l-abels of a categorization process " Vüords relate to

each other and fall into classifications. A study of

vocabulary from this perspective includes collocation,

synonyms, antonyflsr idioms, proverbs and cliches" The

experiential component adds meaning to a word based on

personal or cultural- influences and colours vocabulary

subjectively" Grammatical- relationships al-so add meaning.

For example, a noun in either the subject or object position

takes on slightly different meaníng as the agent or receiver

of an action.

The characteristics of usage include variables which

ínfluence an individual's word choice such as aget dialect,
sex, socíal posítion, purpose, discourse manner and formality.
These characteristics vary according to personality and

situatíon.
FinaIIy, the lexicon can be understood in terms of the

characteristics of form. These include morphological variants
(word changes according to grammatical shift t ê.9. t "give-
gave"), derivational forms (prefixes and suffixes), functionaL

shift (same word but different grammatícal form, e.9.,

"record" as noun and "record" as verb) " Robinett also

includes frequency as a form characteristic. It is the

commonness of vocabulary according to form characteristics to
which this study addresses itself.
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Conclusions

Krashen and TerrelI's ( 1983 ) t.heory states that

comprehensible input in a pedagogic situation is an important

element in the second language acquisitíon process" One means

of creating comprehensible input ís by using FT, defined by

Ferguson (1,97L) as a register of simplified speech which

exists on a continuum from the r¡/ay NSs interact with each

other to the deliberately modified speech of second language

teachers in the classroom. However, at this point in the

discussion, there is conflict over whether or not FT is

beneficial for second language l-earners. Long (1982) claims

that. FT j-s a natural phenomenon intended by the NS to lighten

the interactional burden for NNSs in any environment. Others

(Carty, n"d. i Chaudron, 1983) say that FT may be detrimental

in terms of language and knowledge attainment. TerreII (1982)

states that although input must be understood, lexical

simplification is not a necessary feature. These perspectives

raise valid questions related to pedagogy and the definitíon

and use of FT in the classroom. Research into the nature of

FT, such as that encompassed in this study, would seem to be

essenLial- to making informed decisions about the way teachers

communicate with students"

In addition to the issue of the wisdom of using FT as a

pedagogic aid, there exist valid questions about the

definition of simpi-ification" The general definition of FT as

a register of simplified speech is insufficient in
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characterLzing simplification with any degree of exactness"

l4eisel (I976 ) explores the issue of restrictive

simplification, which is a v/ay of optimizing communication

through reduction. Conversely, Chaudron (1983) points out

that attempts to simplify can end up as confusingly redundant

overelaboration" Therefore, simplification also seems to

exist on a continuum from reduction to expansion" Intuitively

we seem to be able to identify and even produce "simple"

Ianguage" In terms of systematic identifÍcation, there have

been few studies to date whích deal with thís topic in a

systematic and rigorous manner" It would seem critical that

teachers be aware of what simplification is and how it affects

students" This study, by creating a profile of vocabulary

choice, will add to knowledge about the contínuum.

With respect to FT itself, there are few studies which

províde a systematic and in-depth profile of vocabulary

choice" Impressionistic observations (Long, 1983i Chaudron,

1983), included with other studies, indicate that simpler

words tend to be chosen. However, the nature of "simp1er" ís
never really made completely clear in these studies. Derwing

(1991) attempted to profile the vocabulary choice of two

groups of NSs speaking to NNSs in terms of word frequency or

occurrence per million as determined by the Thorndike and

Lorge (L944) word count. The assumption is that the more

frequently words appear, the more salient they are to the

listener. This seems to be one way of systematical-ly defining
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h/ord simplicity and is also a v/ay to quantify" This study

also attempts to profile vocabulary from this perspective"

Frequency as discussed above is only one aspect of

describing vocabulary. Robinett (1978) outlines the various

ways that we can analyze language, including the examination

of discoursal, grammatical and lexical perspectives. To

adequately profile the linguistic nature of FT, there needs to

be systematic definition of all aspects. Further to this,

there must be consideration of usage factors which can affect

communicative situations and which may influence the nature of

FT, for example, personality type, learner's language

proficiency, and formality to name just a few. In other

words, the phenomenon of FT needs to be examined from a

holistic perspective"

Both Chaudron (1983) and Derwing (1991) clearly point out

that there should be more informed decisions on the part of

teachers in terms of the way they communicate with students"

Derwing feels that this should be a part of teacher education.

To achieve this, it will be necessary to create a more

complete profile of FT and its effectsr âs it would be

difficult to accurately describe the phenomenon based on the

information collected to date. This is a large area to

explore, and related research so far has been inadequate"

Much more work needs to be done ín this area, and this study

is intended to add to the profile by more systematÍcally

characterizing vocabulary use by teachers.
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Chapter Three

Research Desiqn

Ouestions

This is an exploratory and quantitative study of

vocabulary present in the corpora of both ESL and Non-ESL

teachers of adults, intended to add to the profile of FT. The

research to date provides Iittte reliable information on

vocabulary as an aspect of FT. The present study follows a

direction suggested by Chaudron (1983), who claims that short

of an accumulated measure of the commonness of all words ín a

given text, it is difficult to determine the simplicíty of

vocabulary.

This study is intended to determj-ne simplicity by

first addressing the following question:

Research Question 1 " Is there any significant difference
between Group A, ESL teachers and Group B, Non-ESL

teachers, in selected corpora with respect to a number of
vocabulary forms?

The form features measured are as follows. These

features are explained briefJ-y in the Procedures section

below. Detailed information about the following categories

and sub-categories is included in Appendix A.
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A. General Cl-assification of Words

1.
)
3"

Grammatical Form

Function Word
Content V[ord
fnterjection

Noun
Verb
Pronoun
Adjective
Adverb
Preposition
Co-ordinating
Subordinating
Determiner

B.

1"
2.
3.
4"
5"
6.
7"
B"
9"

1"
2"
.)

4"
5.
6.
7"
8.
9"

1.
2.
3.
4"
5"
6"
7.
B"

Conjunction
Conjunction

C" Pronoun Form

Personal
Reflexive
Possessive
Reciprocal
Interrogative
Demonstrative
Universal
Partitive
Relative

D" Verb Form

Auxiliary in Finite Form
Main Verb in Finite Form
Auxiliary in Non-finite Form
Main Verb in Non-finite Form
Infinitive with I'Torr

Bare Infinitive
Copula "Be"
Imperative
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E" Inflectional Morphemes

1. Plural
2" Possessive
3 " 3rd Person Singular
4 " Past Tense
5 " Past Participle
6 " "ing" Form
7. Comparative
B. Superlative

F" Contractions

1" is 's
2. not n't
3. wiII '11
4" am - 'm
5" has 's
6" would - 'd
7. had 'd
8. have 've
9" are 'Te

G" Contractions Cont'd

1" us 's

H. Productive Derivatíonal Morphemes

1. Prefix
2" Suffix
3 " Prefix and Suffix

Alsor â[ exploratory measure of vocabulary cofltmonness

will be taken. The second research question is as follows:

Research Question 2 " Is there is any difference in
vocabulary commonness between Group A and Group B?

The folLowing questions will also be answered:
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Research Question 3

Group A and Group B

per million words?

" Is there
for the mean

any difference between
frequency of occurrence

Research Questíon
Group A and Group

Procedure

. Is there any difference between
for the mean total number of words?

one who

" studentt'

qualify

4

B

Sub-iects "

The Oxford dictionary defines "teacher"

explains, shows or states by way of instruction"
is defined as a person studying Ín order

as

A

to
himsel-f /herself f or some occupation or devoting

himself/herself to some branch of learning or investigation.
The teachers selected for this study r^/ere chosen with these

definitions in mind" All subjects had to be engaged in
instructing students who were devoted to learning for a

purpose, such as an occupation or a branch of learning" These

definitions would excl-ude presenters and their general

audience but include teachers giving a workshop to their
peers, three of whom participated ín this study"

Group A consisted of ten teachers of adult ESL students.

These teachers classified their students as having either
intermediate or advanced English proficiency" The teachers

vrere employed at a variety of locations including specific
purpose programs (Eng1ish in the Workplace) and generic
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programs" The content of the classes varied from grammatical

to cultural emphasis.

Group B consisted of ten teachers of adul_t Non-ESL

students or students identified as being of NS language

proficiency" These teachers were also employed in a variety
of situations, including public school system upgrading,

technical correges and workprace programs. Again, the content

of the classes was varied" The topics ranged from English to
Graphic Arts and Business Law.

Arr teachers \^rere asked if Lheir students fit the above

language proficiency descriptors" subjects were included in
the research based on the teachers' identifícation and the

definitions of teacher and student.

Taping Procedures"

The classes met at a variety of times and locations. The

teachers were asked to pick a time when they wourd primarily
be expraining something to the students. rn other words, the

teachers would be the ones speaking"

The researcher went to one cl-ass of each subject and

audiotaped approximately 20 minutes of the crass. rn a few

instances (ESL Lt NESL 3), lengthier taping vras required
because of unforeseen ínterruptions" The intent was to tape

20 minutes and then to transcribe two minutes, which v/ere

minutes seven and eight" The first five minutes were intended

to alrow the teachers to re1ax. The tape recorder was praced
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as unobtrusively as possible and the researcher remained in
the class during the taping" The teachers \^/ere asked to sign

a release form and were told that the tapes h/ere confidential-

and would be erased after the research project was completed.

The teachers were tord that the research was simply counting

certain vocabulary features such as nouns or verbs. Each

sample was given a number to protect confidentiality"

Transcríption and Coding.

Each audíotaped sample vras timed and two mínutes \,vere

transcribed. The transcríbed samples v/ere coded by the

researcher using PARSATD, which is described in detail at the

end of this chapter"

Each word ín a corpus r¡ras coded according to the

categories listed in the question section under euestion 1 "

what fol]ows is a bríef definition of each. An expanded and

detailed version of coding categories appears in Appendix A.

General CTassification of Words

Function words are those with meaning which is
related to their grammatícal function.
Content words are those with l_exical meaning
correlated with experience in the outside world
(Robinett, 1978).
Interjections are words which are used primarily as
a pausing device and are not intended to convey any
grammatical or referential meaningi.

A.

1.

2.

3.
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B.

1"

2"

Grammatical Form

A noun is a word which names a person, place or
thing. E.9", dog, Elizabeth, chair"
A verb i-s a word or series of words that describe
an action or state of being" E"g., run, shoul-d
go, to a11ow, used to,. ". " A verb form can function
in another grammatical form such as a noun. E.g.,
Swinming is my favourite sport.
Pronouns are words which substitute for a noun.
E"9", shet someonet tJrose.
An adjective is a word which describes or limits a

noun or pronoun" 8"9", pretty girI"
An adverb modifies the meaning of a verb, adverb or
adjective. E"g., ran quickTyt very pretty girI.
A preposition shows a relationship between a noun
and another word in the sentence" 8.g., in the
car,
A co-ordinating conjunction ís a word which links
two units" 8.9", I ate at six and he ate at five.
A sub-ordinating conjunction is a word which links
two units, one of which is sub-ordinate in meaning
to the other. E.9", I ate because I was hungry
again at seven.
Determiners come at the beginning of a noun phrase
but are not adjectives" They add further
definition to the noun. E"g", the, somer that"

Pronoun Form (Quirk d Greenbaum, 1973 )

Personal pronouns function as replacements for noun
phrases. E"9., såe"
Refl-exive pronouns replace co-referential noun
phrases, usually within the same finite verb
clause. E. g. , himseLf "

3"

4"

5.

6"

7"

B.

9"

c"

1"
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3. Possessive pronouns are pronouns which indicate
possession. E.g., her dog, åers.

4 " Reciprocal pronouns replace nouns expressing a
relationship" E"g", They like each other.

5. Interrogative pronouns are obviously used in
questions. E.g. , Which do you" " " "

6" Demonstrative pronouns show neaï or distant
reference. E.9., I like tåese.

7 " universal pronouns are the every compounds and. are
collective" 8"9., everything 

"

B. Partitive pronouns are paralleI to universals.
8.9., something, anything"

9. Relative pronouns are connected with rerative
cl-auses. E. g. , The girl , who is on the lef t

D" Verb Form

A finite verb form shows tense, aspect, mood and voice,
and is tied to the subject" 8.g., She ran home.

A non-finite verb form does not show tense or mood but
can still show aspect and voice. E.g., The contented dog
slept " Having been offended before, he was sensitive.

1. Auxiliary in the finite form includes be, have, do,
modals and periphrastic modals. 8.g., I såouJd go
soon.

2" Main verb in the finite form is a verb in a main
clause linked to a subject and showing tense, mood

etc" 8"9., She ran home quickly"
3. Auxiliary in the non-finite would be an auxiliary

in a non-finite phrase. E"g. , Having been offended
before, he was sensitive.

4" Main verb in a non-finite form includes
infínitives, "ing" and "ed" part.iciples. 8.g",
Swinming is my favourite sport"
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5"

6.
7"

Infinitive with "to", E"g., This will all-ow us to
go at five"
Bare infinite. E"g", He made me go"
When rrbe' is used to describe a state of being it
is called the Copula and is not an auxiliary.
E.9", She is pretty.
The imperative is a command and usuatly Lhe subject
is the implied you" E.g" , Go to the corner.

InfLectional Morphemes (Jones & Wepman, jg66)

Pl-ural of nouns E . g. , boys
Possessive of nouns E.g., Girl,s
3rd Person Singular of verbs 8.g", She eats
Past Tense of verbs E.9., walked
Past Participle of verbs 8"g., Has walked
"ing" Form of verbs E"g", swimmj.qg
Comparative of adjectives 8.g., smarter
Superlative of adjectives 8"g", smartest

B"

É1

These are morphemes attached to a word to function as
grammatical markers.

1.
2"
.'
Jo

4"

5.
6"

7"

8"

F" and G" Contractions (Jones & Wepman, 1966)

contractions are a shortened form of a word which are
more characteristic of spoken than written language. As there
were 10 contractions and each column in pARsArD al1ows a
maximum of nine sub-categoriesr ân additional- column, G.
Contractions , \,vas created. However, f or the purpose of
testing the hypothesis and answering the research question,
Columns rtFrr and rrctt t,rrere combined"

f . is = 's
2" not : n't
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3. vrill = '1I
4" am = 'm

5. has = 's
6" would = 'd
7" had = 'd
B" have = 've
9" are = 're

1. us = 's

H" Productive Derivational Morphemes (Fromkin &
Rodman, 1983)

These are morphemes which can be freery added to a word
and can result in a change of grammatical form.

1. Prefix E.g", "un" unheard of"
2" Suffix E"9., "Iy" quickly.
3" Prefix and Suffix E.g., "pre" and "ion"

predetermination 
"

The coding \^ras done as consistently as possible" After
each group \¡ras coded, the samples v/ere reviewed once f or

consistency and accuïacy" rt is presumed that the cod.íng is
reliable within the one to two per cent margin of erroï
associated with this type of study. A random sample of 30

words showed this to be true"

An example of the coding would be as follows:

"I will go home quickly. "

rL23L) wil1t12011 gol2202l home[21] quicklyt2s000002l 
"

Tl^'i-^ T)^ÌtCn1-ll l-t^^ ^..L- ^^+^-^-.: ^ !^!-ì a -r !--- ---r-vÞr¡¡Y 5ru\JÃIU t Lrlt= ÐuIJ-L;cLLC!U!ICÈi W€lf ti LL)LdIl€!(l f L)I êi1(J¡I

subject. Then each sample was parsed for word coflrmonness as
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compared to the word Frequency Book (Lgl.L) " The forlowing
section on the rnstrument contains detail_s of this procedure.

Names, technicar words or jargon such as "Medicare",
interjections such as "trm" and sl-ang such as "worrywart" were

excluded from this measure, L.e., the words v/ere not counted.

The Instrument

PARSATD v/as created in response to the chalrenge of
examining every word in a corpus" The researcher outlined the
potential uses of a computer program that courd measure

language and Dr. Eríc Macpherson and Jim Macpherson created
PARSATD. rt has the ability to do several useful things as

described in the following four sections.

Dictionary "

A dictionary of a maximum of 28.886 word.s and each

associated frequency can be entered into the program. For

this study | 5 t336 words were entered with the frequency per

milrion (u score) from The word Frequency Book (carroII,
Davies & Ríchman, 1971) " To begin, the 4500 most frequent
words were entered directly from the dictionary. Each corpus

was word searched and unknown words v/ere indicated by PARSATD.

These words and their frequencies \¡zere then entered. rt is
possible to remove or amend words if required.
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Text "

Text can be entered into PARSATD basicarry like any other
word processing package" The text can be edited, saved,

printed, recarred and cleared. one thing that the program

does not do is automatically push the text forward if there
are additions" Therefore, it became necessary to reave some

space at the end of each l-ine for additíons or errors. For

purposes of l-ater reference and discussion, each line was

numbered"

The text can be coded in three different rdays as it is
being entered" By using the brackets [ ], {L and/or <>, each

word or series of words, including sentences, can be coded.

There is the potential for 10 different bracket designations

for each type of bracket, which are referred to in this study

as the corumns. There can be nine sub-categories in each of
the 10 columns" Therefore, a full utirization of one type of
bracket wourd result in 90 categorizations. using alr three
types of brackets, this would mean a potentiar 270 categories.
The columns and sub-categories are user-designated, allowing
for studies of any nature.

This study used one type of bracket, [ ], with eight
corumns out of 10 being utilized" The sub-categories of each

are listed in the Question section above" A totar of 50 sub-

categories vrere designated" To enter text and coding, the

researcher simpry' tlrpes a v¡ord forl-owed by the first bracket,
a number placed in the appropriate sub-category position and
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the second or ending bracket. rt is essential to the
frequency totals that PARSATD reads the bracketsr so both are

necessary for each word" An exampler ês cited above, would

be;

"I will- go home quickly" "

I[231] wiIlt1201l go12202l home[21] quicklyl2so00002l 
"

The word rrrrr vras coded as being a content word., pronoun and

personar pronoun. Notice that "wi11" has a zero within its
bracket. This índicates that corumn number three, pronoun

Form, does not rerate to this word. rf there is to be a

corumn entered after the one which does not rel-ate, then a

zero must be entered f or the unrel-ated col-umn. rf , f or
example, there are no columns entered after the third col_umn

as in the'r, above, the computer automatically reads the
remaining corumns after the last number keyed as being zero

For conveniencer the most frequently used columns \^¡ere

laberred as the first in the series" The first two columns in
this study hrere ones that apply to every word. The order of
the rest refl-ect the frequency of use for coding purposes.

After the coding is complete, the text can be named and

stored, and/or printed in a traditional manner. Editing can

be done at any time. Appendix B contains a sample corpus and

Appendix C is a sample of the same corpus but coded.
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Parse "

Before the parsing begins, the user must request that the

text be checked for brackets. PARSAID will- indicate if there
are any incomprete or backward brackets, allowing the user to
edit before parsing" This is an important step as incorrect
brackets will result in PARSATD being unable to total columns.

The text can be parsed in a number of dif f erent \^/ays. PARSATD

will total each sub-category in each column for a selected

text. By indicating the user-designated number of each sub-

category in the graphic of the brackets while in parse, and

then directing the computer to count, the total- of this sub-

categoryr an associated percentage of the corpus and the total-
number of words ín the corpus will be carcurated. Also,
PARSATD wilr count an intersection of sub-categories as it is
possible to enter several sub-categories ín different col-umns

at the same time for a count. For exampre, it is possibre to
determine how many main verbs in the non-finíte form were also
ín the "ing" form" This study did not require this feature
but PARSATD v¡as created with potential future use in mind.

Arso, this study only required the use of one type of bracket.
certain wordsr êS indicated in the Transcription coding

section above, were not used in the commonness count because

of their specialness or uniqueness. vühen these words carne up

in the search, PARSATD aLlowed the user to enter "ignore", and

the program just passed over them. The number of words

ignored in a text can be determíned by subtracting the number
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of parsed words from the total number of words in a corpus.

At this point, íf there are unknown words in the text the

program will indicate the number unknown" In this study,

there shourd not be any unknown, as all- words are searched and

a frequency or "ignore" is entered for each.

PARSATD wirl al-so carcurate commonness with respect to
the entered dictionary. The frequency function incrudes a

calcuration of mean frequency, frequency range measure and

totar number of words used" The frequency range is user

designated " An example of frequency ranges would be:

1.
2"
3.
4.
5"
6.
7"

Words occurring 74,000-2001 tÍmes per million.
2000-1501 words per million"
1500-501 words per million.
500-101 words per million.
100-51 words per million"
50-11 words per million.
10-0 words per million.

with the ranges entered, PARSATD will then show the numbers

and percentages for each range. For exampre, in the range 51-

100 words per mil-Iion, a total of 50 words representing 20 per

cent of the corpora may be calculated" rn this study, the

number of words parsed for comrnonness was lower than the total
used in the column counts as there rnrere a number of words

ignored. The number ignored per subject was reratively
consistent for al-l subjects.
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Eguivalences.

PARSAID also has an equivalences function" For a given

text, a user designated list of equivalent words can be

entered and the text can be parsed as above" For example, the

user could designate all forms of one verb to be the same

(give=ga-¡s:giving=given). This count was not included in this
study "

Statistical Procedures

The statistical procedures used in this study will be

discussed in terms of the hypotheses they were designed to
test" The four null hypotheses which correspond to the four

research questions in the Question Section above, are as

follows:

NuIl- Hypothesis 1" There is no significant difference
between Group A and Group B for selected vocabulary
forms "

NUII Hypothesis 2" There is no significant difference
between Group A and Group B for vocabulary commonness.

NuIl Hypothesis 3. There is no significant difference
between Group A and Group B for the mean frequency of
occurrence per míllion words"

Null Hypothesis 4" There ís no significant difference
between Group A and Group B for the mean total number of
words "
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The data r¡ras col_lected and put into Table L, (f or

Group A) and Tab1e 2, (for Group B) in Appendix D. For each

subject, the tabres show the raw frequencies for each sub-

category, the total number of words in each subject,s corpus,

the totar number of parsed words and the average frequency of
occurrence per million words for each subject. This is all
data which PARSAID has totalled" In addition, each group,s

total frequencies for each sub-category, total number of
words, total number of parsed words, mean total_s for each

group(f) and mean occurrence per million hrere calcul-ated and

added to the table"

Testinq NulI Hypothesis 1.

For this hypothesis, the group-total raw frequencies for
each sub-category were used. To determine if the distribution
of responses is similar in Group A and Group B, a chi square

test was carried out for each main category or column.

Ear1y (L987 ) | Wesche and Ready ( 1985 ) , Long and Sato

(1983) and Long (198L-82) have also conducted research using

the testing of hypotheses with chi square" Like the present

study, their studies compared a number of language

characteristics as exhibited by a group speakíng to an EsL

population and a group speaking to a Non-ESL population.

In this study, a chi square test was conducted, for
exampler orl Form Feature A (General classification of words),

to see if Group A differed from Group B" A chi square varue
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whichexceedsthecriticaIchiSquareva1ueatp<

the applicable degrees of freedom would mean a rejection of

the null hypothesis " This would mean that there is a

significant difference between ESL teachers and Non-ESL

teachers with respect to the vocabulary forms used. Since

this is an exploratory study, some risks in analyzLng the data

vlere taken which may be optimizing on chance" fn an attempt

to reduce this risk, the sub-categories in each main category

\dere grouped so that each chi square would involve a two up to
five factor by two factor analysis. The groupings are as

follows:

A" General Classification of Words

1"
2"
3"

Function Vtords
Content Vüords
fnterjections

Grammatical Form

l-" Content words related to Noun Phrases noun,
pronoun, adjective"

2" Content Vüords related to Verb Phrases - verb,
adverb.

3. Function words preposition, co-ordínating
conjunction, subordinating conjunction,
determiner.

Pronoun Form
1. Content Word Pronouns personal, reflexive,

possesslve, reciprocal,
partitive, universal.

2" Function Word Pronouns
relative "

Verb Form

1. Fínite Verbs auxiliary and main"
2" Non-finite Verbs - auxiliary and main.

B"

c"

demonstrative,

interrogative,

D"
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3.
4"
5.

Infinitives bare and with "to".
Copula "Imperative.

Prefix "Suffix.
Prefix and suffix.

square results are reported in Chapter 4 in
with a summary of the results ín Table B"

Ea Inf lectional Morphemes

1. 3rd person singular, past tense, and "ing"
f orm.

2 " Pl-ural, and possessive 
"3" Comparative and superlative"

G. Contractíons
1. Not, and us"
2. fs, âilr and are"
3. WiIl, and would.
4" Has, have, and had"

Derívational Morphemes

F" &

1"
2"
.)
J.

The chi
Tables 1 - 7,

H"

Testinq NuIl Hvpothesis 2.

Each subject's two-minute corpus vras word searched" The

necessary additíons \^rere made to pARSATD's dictionary, and

then each corpus was parsed for word commonness according to
a frequency range " The word Frequency Book (carrorl, Davies

& Richman, L97I) has approximately 87r000 words in its
dictionary. The top 100 ranked words have frequencies ranging

from 73tr23 occurrences per milIíon words (for the most co¡nmon

word) to L072 occurrences per mil-lion words (for the 100th

ranked word). These words (shown in Appendix E, Table 1)
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represent the most frequently occurring words in the general

population. The words ranked 4,950 to B6,7Qo occur 0 to 10

times per mirlion and comprise the majority of the dictionary
with the least frequency of occurrence, The remaining 4r850

words occur 1071 to 4949 times per milrion. This means that
there is an uneven spread of occurrence versus rank. The

frequency range chosen for this study attempted to take this
into consideration and is as f ol-lows:

1.

2"
3.
4"
5"

33s 1

16 01
r07 2

11

73,I23

3350
1600
107 1

0-10

words per
frequent
the next
the next
the next

(the next

millíon (the 31 most
words )
40 most frequent words)
29 most frequent words)
4885 most frequent words)
BLtT 55 most frequent words)

The raw data for Groups A and B are shown in Appendix F,

in Tables 1 and 2 respectivery. The results are expressed in
chapter 4 as a cumul-ative frequency distribution of mean per

cent of the corpus of Group A, Table 9 and Group B, Tab1e 10.

Figure 1 of this chapter expresses the rerationship of Group

A and Group B for this distribution in a cumulative Frequency

Distribution Polygon"

Testing Null Hypothesis 3.

The mean frequency of occurrence per mil-Iion words ís
shown in Appendix F, Tables 1 and 2 and Chapter 4t Table 12"

The means were tested for significant differences by using a

two-tailed t test, df 18, p < "05"
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Testing Nul-l Hypothesis 4.

The mean total- number of words as shown in Appendix F,

Table 1 and 2 and Chapter 4, Tabl-e 11 were compared using a

two-tail-ed t test, df 18, p < "05"

Summary

The frequency measures of the vocabulary forms described

above constitute the basis for anarysis in this study. From

the analysis of these forms, a profire of vocaburary with
respect to FT has emerged, based on the differences and

similarities between the two gïoups studíed.
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Chapter 4

Results

Summary

This study focused on the vocabulary forms and vocabulary

corrmonness of the speech input of teachers to L2 learners,
thus adding to the profile of FT and TT" The instrument used

to code the corpora and calculate frequencies was a computer

program ca1led PARSAID" The program permitted the efficient
coding and frequency calculations of large corpora, and also

allowed the entry of a reference frequency díctionary for the

purpose of analysing word frequency per mil-lion.

The corpora of 10 ESL and 10 Non-ESL teachers were

recorded, transcribed, coded and analyzed for vocabulary form

features, word coiltmonness, mean frequency per millíon and mean

total word count" PARSAID al-lowed the entry of a coding

system to characteríze the vocabulary forms in selected

corpora and the calculation of frequency totals. In addition,
PARSAID calculated the frequency per mill_ion of each word.

In order to create a profíIe of TT by determining if
there were any significant differences between Group A and

Group B regarding vocabulary forms and vocabulary commonness,

four research questíons and four corresponding null hypotheses

vrere formulated. This chapter presents the results of the

tests of the four nulI hypotheses " These resul_ts provi de

anslvers to the corresponding research questions 
"
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Research Ouestion 1

The first research question wass

Is there any significant difference between Group

teachers, and Group B, Non-ESL teachers, in selected

with respect to a number of vocabulary forms?

A, ESL

corpora

The null- hypothesis was:

There is no significant difference

Group B for selected vocabulary forms"

between Group A and

The designated test of significance was chi square, p ( "05.
since this vras an exproratory study, some risks vüere taken

which may be optimizing on chance. For the purpose of

reducing this risk, the sub-categories in each form

classif ication r^/ere grouped into a smaller number of sets.

Tables 1 - 7 below show the chi square test for each

classification. Table B is a summary of these chi square

results "
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Tab1e 1-

Ã.. Chi Scluare Test for General Classification of Words

Classification Observed

Group A Group B

Expected

Group A Group B

Function Word
Content Word
Interjection

TOTAI

697
1613

74

2384

L052
1988

77

3LL7

758
ls6 1

65

2384

991
2040

B6

3LL7

x2 = 13"9 , df = 2t significant for p < "05

The chi square test for

that there is a signifícant

Group B for the frequency

classification of words"

the figures in Table

difference between

of occurrence of

1 indicates

Group A and

the general
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Table 2

B. Chi Square Test for Granrmatical Form

Classification Observed Expected

Group A Group B Group A Group B

Noun, Pronoun,
Adjective
VerbrAdverb
Determiner, Prep. ,
Co-ord. & Subordin.
Conjunctíon

TOTAL

953 r2B7 937 1303
7 46 1037

558 775

788

s00

99s

833

224L 311s 224L 3115

x2 = L4 "9 , df = 2, significant for p < .05

The chi square test for the figures in Table 2 indicates
that there is a significant difference between Group A and

Group B for the frequency of occurrence of grammatical forms.
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Ta.ble 3

C" Chi Sguare Test for Pronoun F'orm

Classification Observed Expected

Group A Group B Group A Group B

Personal- 298 325 289 334
General Content* 1I2 118 L07 L23
General Function** 42 78 56 64

TOTAL 452 52I 4s2 521

x2 = 12.0I, df :2t significant for p < "05

* Note: General Content Pronouns include Possessive,
Reciprocal, Demonstrative, Partitive, and Universal.

** Function Pronouns ínclude Interrogative and Re1ative"

The chi square test for the figures in Table 3 indicates

that there is a significant difference between Group A and

Group B for the frequency of occurrence of pronoun forms.
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I'able 4

D. Chi Square for Verb Forms

Classification Observed

Group A Group B

Expected

Group A Group B

Finite Verbs
Non-finite Verbs
rnfinitive Forms
Copula
Imperative

TOTAI

351
56
56
83
26

572

4s4
63
72

LT4
15

7IB

357
53
57
87
18

572

448
66
7l

110
23

7L8

N2 = 7"I9 , df = 4, not significant for p < "05

The chi square test for

that there is no significant

Group B for the frequency of

in Table 4 indicates

between Group A and

of verb forms.

the figures

difference

occurrence
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Ta.bl-e 5

E. Chi Square Test for Inf l-ect,i-onal Morphemes

Classification Observed

Group A Group B

Expected

Group A Group B

3rd Person Sing.,
Past Tense, "ing"
Plural, Poss.
Compar.,Super"

TOTAL

L02
87

1

190

2r0
119

3

332

114
75

1

190

198
131

3

332

xz = 5.02 , df = 2t not significant for p < .05

The chi square test for
that there is no significant

Group B for the frequency

morphemes.

the figures in Table 5 indicate
difference between Group A and

of occurrence of inflectional
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Table 6

F. & G. Chi Square Test for Contractions

Classification Observed

Group A Group B

Expected

Group A Group B

not, us
is, am, are
will rwould
has, have, had

TOTAL

26
48
1B

5

19
B1
10

7

LL7

20
s9
13

5

25
70
15

7

TL79797

><2=10.61 ,df=3,p<.05

The chi square for figures in Table 5 indicates that

there is a significant difference between Group A and Group B

for the frequency of occurrence of contractions"
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T'able 7

H. Chi Square Test for Derivational Morphemes

Classification Observed

Group A Group B

Expected

Group A Group B

Prefix
Suffix
Prefix & Suffix

TOTAI

7
29

0

1
63

2

3
32

1

5
60

1

6636 6636

x2=10"96rdf=2tp<.05

The chi square test for

that there is a significant

Group B for the frequency

morphemes "

the figures in Tabl-e 7 indicates

difference between Group A and

of occurrence of derivational
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Tabl-e I

Summarv of Chi Square Test Results for Vocabulary Form
Features

Vocabulary Form Features ChÍ Square

A" General Classification of Words
B" Grammatical Form
C" Pronoun Form
D" Verb Form
E" Inflectional Morphemes
F" & G" Contractions
H" Derivational Morphemes

13"9, df
14"9, df
6"9t df
7 .2, df
5.0, df

10"6, df
11.0, df

=2rP < "05*
=2rP<"05*
= 1r P < '05*:2, n"s"
= 2t n.S"

=3rP<.05*
=2tP<"05*

Note: Reject Ho when p < "05 rk = significant difference
n.s.= not significant

Table B shows a summary of the vocabulary forms tested

for Hypothesis 1 and the chi square results for each form.

Vlith the exception of Verb Forms and Inf l-ectional Morphemes,

the nul-I hypothesis can be rejected for all forms as indicated

in the table. This means that there is a significant

difference between Group A, ESL Teachers, and Group B, Non-ESL

Teachers, for the use of the following vocabulary forms;

@

@

@

@

@

A. General Classification of Vüords
B" Grammatical Form
C. Pronoun Form
F" & G" Contractions
H. Derivational Morphemes
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Research Ouestion 2

. The second research question is:

Is there any difference in vocabulary commonness between

Group A and Group B?

The nuII hypothesis is:

There is no significant difference between Group A and

Group B f or vocabulary conrmonness.

The frequencies wiIl be expressed in a cumulative

frequency distribution table for Group A (Table 9) and

Group B (Tab1e 10), and a cumulative frequency distríbution

polygon (Figure 1).

Table 9

Cumulative Frequency Distribution Table for Vocabulary
Comronness - Group A

Word Frequency of Frequency as Cumulative Frequency
Commonness Occurrence/ Mean Z as Mean Z
Rank Mi11íon Words of Corpora of Corpora

1-31 73L23 - 33s1 3s
32-7 1 33s0 1601 17
72-L00 1600 t072 4
101-4984 1071 11
498s-8 67 40 10 0

36
I

100
65
48
44

B
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Table 10

Cunulative Frequency Distribution Table for Vocabularv
co@

!,Iord Frequency of
Commonness Occurrence/
Rank Million Words

Frequency as
Mean Z

of Corpora

Cumulative Frequency
as Mean E

of Corpora

r--31
32-7 L
7 2-I00
101-4984
498s-867 40

7 3L23
3 350
1600
107 1

L0

335 1
160 1
L7 20
11
0

40
13

6
32

9

100
60
47
4L

9

From the figures in Tab1e 9 and Table 10, it appears that

Group B uses more vocabulary, 35 per cent, in the most

frequent occurrence range of 3r351 - 73tL23 words per million

than Group A who uses 35 per cent" However, Group A uses a

stightly higher percentage, L7 per cent, in the second range

of 1,601 - 31350 words per millíon than Group B who uses 13

per cent" In the fourth range of 11 L,071 words per

million, Group A has 36 percent versus Group B who has 32 per

cent. Figure 1 below provides a graphic representation of

these numbers according to the cumulative frequency

percentages in each range of occurrence per million and for

each group.
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Figure L

Cunrulative Freguency Distribution Polvqon for VocabuIal-l¿
Conrnonness

100 z

B0 I

602

404

202

0-10 1 1-107 1

Group A
Group B

L072- 1600 1601-33s0 3351-73 tL23

Figure 1 shows the difference between Group A and Group

B for the cumulative frequency to five ranges of frequency of

word occurrence per milIion. From these results it appears

that there is no significant difference between the two groups

for vocabulary commonness.

Research Ouestion 3

@

*

The third research question is:

Is t.here any difference between Group A and Group B for

the mean frequency of occurrence per million words?
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The null

There is

Group B for

words "

Table L2

Table 11

hypothesis is:

no significant difference between Group A and

the mean frequency of occurrence per million

shows the mean frequency for each group.

Mean Frequency of Occurrence per Million Words

x

Group
Group

A
B

7269 "4
BB31 " 29

T932 " LB
560 "7 4

t: L5"79r df 18, p < "01

The t test for the figures in Tabl-e 11 indicates that

there is a signifj-cant difference between Group A and Group B

for the mean frequency of occurrence per million words"

Specifically, the corpora of Group B (teachers speaking to NS

listeners) contained significantly higher frequency per

mill-ion words than the corpora of Group A (teachers speaking
!- alarô 1.: 

-!^-^---\LU IYItÐ Ir!i Lerrel. !i , "
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Research Ouestion 4

The fourth research question is:

Is there any difference between Group A and Group B for

the mean total number of words?

The null hypothesis is:

There is no significant difference between Group A and

Group B for the mean total number of words"

Table L2 shows the mean number of words per two minute

corpus for Group A and Group B"

Tab]-e L2

Þ{ean Tota1 Nunrber of Ï{ords per Two t{inutes

x

Group A
Group B

240 "L
331"4

68.52
58"54

f - 25.65, df 18, significant for p < .01"

The t test For the figures in Table L2 indicates that

there is a significant difference between Group A and Group B

for the mean total number of words used. Specifically, the

corpora of Group B (teachers speakíng to NS listeners)
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contained significantly more words (about 38 per cent more on

average) than the corpora of Group A (teachers speaking to NNS

listeners) "
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ChaPter 5

Discussion, Conclusion and Implications

The purpose of this study is to add to the current body

of research concerning the language adjustments teachers make

when communicating with l¡US students. It ís an exploratory

study intended to determine similarities in the speech of ESL

teachers with respect to pre-selected vocabulary form

features, thereby creating a profile of TT with respect to

vocabulary. As TT is a sub-category of FT, the profile will

also add to a more general descríption of FT. Hopefully, this

type of information will lead to more informed and reflective

pedagogic decisions ín ESL classrooms"

Discussion of Results

Research Ouestion 1 "

Is there any significant difference between Group A, ESL

teachers and Group Bt Non-ESL teachers, in selected corpora

with respect to a number of vocabulary form features?

This study found that there was a significant difference

between Group A and Group B for the following vocabulary

forms ¡

@ general classification of words
@ grammatical form
@ t:l-on-oun form-r-
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contractions
derivational morphemes

No significant difference was found between the two groups for

the f ol-l-owing vocabulary f orms:

verb form
inf lectional morphemes

These resurts incruding possible underrying causes of
significant differences, are explored in the forrowing

sections "

General- Classification of Words

Vüesche and Ready ( 1985 ) f ound that there $/as no

significant difference in the number of content words versus

the number of function words for NSs when speaking to either
NS or NNS students. rt should be noted that their study did
not íncrude adverbs or pronouns as content words" The

findings of the present study indicate that there is a

significant difference between Group A and Group B regard.ing

the use of function versus content words, with a p < .05, x2

= 13.9 (see Tab1e 1)" The difference in the findings of the

two studies can perhaps be explained on the basis of differing
definitíons of content and function words.

In terms of the relative percentages of the each group,s

total corpus, Group A (ESL teachers) used 29 per cent function
words, 68 per cent content words and 3 per cent interjections.

@

@

@

@
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Group B (Non-ESL) teachers used 34 per cent function words, 64

per cent content words and 2 per cent interjection" It is
interesting to note that function words incrude forms like
co-ordinating conjunctions, relative pronouns, prepositions
and the comprementizer "that". These types of words often
signar the introductíon of tinguisticatry more comprex

crauses" we may specurate that the difference in usage

between Group A and Group B is due to more complicated types

of sentence structures being used by the Non-ESL teachers,

thus requiring the use of more function words" ft is beyond

the scope of this study to proceed with an analysis of this
type; however, with regard to vocabulary choice, it can be

concluded that there is a difference and that it is lÍkely of
this nature.

Grammatical Form

Wesche and Ready's (1985) study found no signÍfícant
difference for grammatical form. Data from the present

research indicated a significant difference between Group A

(ESL teachers) and Group B (Non-ESL) teachers, p < .05, x2 =

L4 "9 ( see Table 2l " ESL teachers thus appeared to use

different grammatical forms in their speech, indicating a

further characteristic of TT"

RefJ-ecting on the possible source of the difference by

looking at the percentage of use in each group's totar corpus,

the ESL teachers used 43 per cent noun/pronoun/adjective
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versus 4L per cent for Non-ESL teachers, 35 per cent verb/

adverb versus 32 per cent for Non-ESL teachers and 22 per cent

determiner/preposition/co-ordinating and subordinating

conjunction versus 27 per cent for Non-ESL teachers" The

largest difference seems to be in the last sub-group whích

comprises the function words. This is consistent with the

findings for general classification of words " The concl-usion

could be the same in that Non-ESL teachers used more

vocabulary forms which sÍgnalled the introduction of

additional or more complex clauses.

Pronoun Form

Meisel (I976) concluded that one characteristic of FT was

the deletion of personal pronouns. Hatch, Shapira & Gough

(L975) found that there was a tendency not to use possessive

pronouns in FT. Henzl- (L974) observed fewer índefinite
pronouns (partitive and universal) and a greater number of
personal pronouns in a speaker's effort to be more concrete in
his/her word choice. Kliefgan (1985) found a tendency to
delete pronouns if possible. However, Wesche & Ready (1985)

found no significant difference in pronoun use" This study

found that there is a signíficant difference in the use of

pronouns by Group A and Group B teachers (see Table 3) " By

impression, it would appear that Group A (ESL teachers) use

slightly more personal pronouns ( 66 per cent of the total
pronouns) and fewer function word types of pronouns (9 per
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cent of the total pronouns) than Group B (Non-ESL teachers)

whose personal pronouns were 62 per cent of the corpus and

function word types vrere 15 per cent" Again, this seems to
indicate that in the case of function word types of pronouns

there is a more complex type of syntax being used by Group B

teachers than Group A. The use of srightry more personal

pronouns is probably an attempt by the ESL teachers to be more

concrete and less ambiguous in their vocabulary choicer ês

Henzl (L974) points out.

Although it may be reasonable to assume that ESL teachers

avoid personal pronouns for this reason, this suspicion is not

borne out by the data on the total number of pronoun forms ín
each group's corpus" For Group A (ESL teachers), pronouns,

constitute 19 per cent of the total corpus. For Group B (Non-

ESL teachers) pronouns are 17 per cent of the total coïpus.

clearry then, pronoun del-etion of any nature does not appear

to be a characteristic of TT and the opposíte tendency, that
being increased user may be happening. This may be rerated to
an attempt by ESL teachers to avoid ambiguous circumlocutions
and ambiguous deletion as a means of simplÍfication and to use

more concrete and direct ranguage ínvorving the use of
pronouns as a way of being specific" For example, ESL Teacher

1 said "Anythíng more about this one? This conversation? No?

You understand arl those words?" There seems to be an attempt

by the teacher to be very specific about which conversation

and which words he/she is referring to. rn contrast, he/she
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could have said, "Anything more? Do you understand? " This

would have been simplification by deletion and the message is
much less specific.

Contractions

There has been no research which has specifically studied

contracted forms. In terms of L2 acquisition, contractions

are generally viewed as a more advanced way of speaking and

reflect the use of stress and rhythm in the target language.

contractions are often not heard when lower proficiency NNSs

are listening to Nss" Therefore, logically, an attempt to
simplify speech woul-d probably involve less use of

contractions. This research found that there is a significant
difference in the use of contracted vocabulary forms, p ( .05,

x2 : 10.6 (see Table 6) with Non-ESL teachers using more

contracted forms of the verb "to be" (69 per cent of the total
contractions) versus the ESL teachers (49 per cent). However,

the ESL teachers used more contracted "not" and 'us,, (Group A,

27 per cent versus Group B, 16 per cent) and more "wi11" and

"\¡¡ould" (Group A, 19 per cent and Group B, 9 per cent). One

explanation for a greater use of the "not" and "us"

contraction sub-category is the discourse style of the

speaker. For example, ESL Teacher 1 in Group A used

statements like "Let's do one more on the same theme". fn

contrast' ESL Teacher 2 gave directions in a different manner,
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for example, "Practise reading along with rnê", whereas he/she

could have said "Let's read together".

The results of this study indicate that ESL teachers do

not merely use fewer contracted forms; they al-so tend to use

contractions of different types. Further research would be

necessary, however, to clarify these tendencies.

Derivat iona I Morpheme s

HenzI (L974) characterized FT as having more basic

vocabulary, i"e., root forms. Ferguson (I97L) also claims

that there would be fewer derivational forms found in FT"

Chaudron (1983) observed that the nature of vocabulary tends

to be simpler with more frequently used words. In the

present study, Group B (Non-ESL teachers) used significantly
more derivational morphemes than Group A (ESL teachers), p <

"05, x2 = 11"0 (see Table 7). ft can be concluded that the

absence of derivational prefix and suffix use is a

characteristic of TT"

Vetb Forms

Kliefgan (1985) found that TT could be characterized by

a deletion of copulas, auxiliaries and verbs. Meisel-'s (L976]¡

characteristics of FT include an absence of verb forms.

Ferguson (1971) claims that FT ínvolves an omissíon of the

copula. The data from the present study (see Table 4)

indicates that there is no significant difference in the use
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of verb forms between Group A (ESL teachers) and Group B (Non-

EST, teachers) " Even specurating by comparing percentages of
use in the two groups suggests that there is no difference in
the \rüay verb f orms are employed by either group " Without

further study, the only explanation to be offered for this in
the light of previous research findings is the proficiency
level of the learners" The learners chosen for this study

Idere considered to be at an intermediate or advanced level.
Therefore, the learners' speech likely contains many of the

verb forms, perhaps without the appropriate inflectional
morphemes" rf the NS is indeed mimicking the NNS, then he/she

woul-d be imitating the characteristics of the proficiency
level "

Inf lectional Morphemes

Henzl (I974) found that there are fewer past tense verbs

in FT. Ear1y (1987) and Long & Sato (1983) cl-aim that one

characteristic of FT is the use of fewer tensed verbs. wesche

& Ready (1985) found that the Engrish professor used present

tense verb forms almost exclusively with NNS students and more

non-present tensed copula with NS students. Miesel (1976)

concludes that in FT there is a l-ess marked lexicon, for
example, more use of "to do" versus "does" and that, generally

speaking, there are fewer inflections on verbs, adjectives and

nouns. Ferguson (1981) says that there are fewer inflections
in FT. Hatch, Shapira & Gough (1975) found a lack of verb
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tense and no possessive forms in FT" However, this study

f ound that there \Â/as no signif icant dif f erence f or

inflectional morpheme use by the two groups of teachers" By

speculating with percentagesr it appears that Non-ESL teachers

do use a higher per cent (63 per cent of the total inflected

forms) of infl-ected forms for 3rd person, past tense and "ing"
versus ESL teachers (54 per cent) " However, the ESL teachers

have a higher percentage of infl-ected forms (45 per cent of

the total inflected forms ) as plural- or possessives than Non-

ESL teachers (36 per cent)"

On the basis of previous researchr wê might suspect that
a lower percentage of inflected verb forms would be

characteristic of FT, but verbs are not the only inflected
forms to be investigated in this study" Speculating further
into noun and possessive inflections, it appears that for
Group A (ESL teachers), 4I per cent of the inflectional
morphemes are plural nouns and 5 per cent are possessives.

For Group B (Non-ESL teachers) 34 per cent of the infl-ections

are plural nouns and 1 per cent are possessives. Although the

results of the present research indicated that there was no

difference in the use of inflections, impressionistic

observation indicates that additional- research could add

interesting conclusions about the differing use of ínflections
as a possible aspect of FT"
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Research Ouestion 2 "

Is there any significant difference in vocabulary

commonness between Group A and Group B?

Derwing (1991) found that Nss used more words in the most

frequent categories when speaking to NNSs" The hiqh

interpersonar affective speakers used significantry more of
the top 500 words with NNSs and significantry fewer of the

least frequent" chaudron (1983) makes an ímpressionistic
observation and says that the vocabulary choice in FT appears

to be simpler in that more frequently occurring words are

used" Henzl (L974) claims that ín FTrvocabulary choice is
Iess díversified and more basic in nature.

This study found that if there was any dífference, Group

B (Non-ESL teachers) used a slightry higher percentage of the

corpus (40 per cent) in the 31 most frequently used words,

versus Group A (35 per cent). Comparatively, Group A used a

higher percentage (I7 peï cent) in the second category with
Group B using slightly fewer (13 per cent)" In terms of
cumulative frequency, the largest difference is in this second.

category, with Group A having 65 per cent of the corpora

below this range, with Group B having 60 per cent bel_ow.

Again, this means that Group B actualty had a slightly higher

percentage in the most frequent range" Appendix E contains a

list of the 100 most frequently occurring words per mirlion.
In ranking 1 - 31, seven words are pronouns and the rest are

function words" The majority of words in this range are
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function words. Therefore, consistent with the Research

Question 1 findings that Group B consistently used more

function word forms than Group A, this would seem to make some

sense. As function words signal grammatical relationships,

and the grammatical- structures used by Non-ESL teachers appear

to be more complexr w€ might expect that Non-ESL teachers

would use a higher frequency of non-content words" In

contrast, ESL teacher discourse tends to be more concrete and

fewer of these types of words would be expected.

Research Ouestion 3 "

Is there any difference between Group A and Group B for

the mean frequency of occurrence per million words?

It appears from the results of this study that Group B

teachers used significantly higher frequency per million words

than Group A. This means that Group B's lexicon v/as more

common in nature than Group A. As in Research Question 2t

this cou1d be attributed to the greater frequency of function

words.

Research Ouestion 4 "

Is there any difference between Group A and Group B for

the mean total number of words?

Wesche & Ready (1985) found that the English speaking

professor used more words when speaking to NS students"

Kliefgan ( 1985 ) concluded that teachers used fewer words with
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less variety when speaking to NNS students" Ferguson (1981)

feels that there is the use of less words with FT" This study

found a significant difference in the total number of words

used. Group A (ESL teachers) used 72 per cent of the total

number of words used by Group B (Non-ESL teachers), a

difference of 28 per cent. Obviously, the use of fewer words

in total is a characteristic of TT. Whether this i-s due to

decreased velocity or íncreased pause time is an area for
further study"

Summarv and Significance

This study was intended to add information to the current

body of knowledge about the language adjustments teachers make

to vocabulary forms and vocabulary coilrmonness when speaking to
NNS students. Ten ESL teachers speaking to NNS students with

at least an intermediate leve1 of language proficiency were

compared to ten Non-ESL teachers speaking to NNS students"

The resulting profile of TT lends support to some findings of
previous research, but is also contradicting"

The significance of the present study lies in the fact
that it focuses on vocabulary forms and vocabulary commonness

in a quantitative and comprehensive manner. It is also the

first study which used the computer program PARSAID to assist
with the classification of language forms. This program

allows a large corpus to be categorized in a multitude of vrays

simultaneously and efficiently. In the future, additional
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studies of this design may allor¡r a more definitive examination

of .language f eatures "

The resul-ts of this study indicate that TT directed at

NNS contains a lesser proportion of function words than NS-NS

types of interaction" The grammatical forms present in NS-NNS

interacLions are also different in some respects" This

difference appears to l-ie in the direction of using fewer

determiners, prepositions, co-ordinating and subordinating

conjunctions, with slightly more predominance of nouns,

adjectivesf pronouns, adverbs and verbs" This result confirms

the finding that fewer function words are found in TT" In

terms of the pronoun forms, there is a difference in the forms

used by ESL teachers versus Non-ESL teachers, with ESL

teachers employing more personal pronouns and fewer

interrogative and relative pronouns than Non-ESL teachers" In
contrast to previous research, deletion of pronoun forms was

not found to be a characterístic of TT and, if anythirg, there

was a slight increase in the use of pronouns by ESL teachers.

ESL teachers used fewer contractions of the verb "to be" than

Non-ESL teachers" However, ESL teachers used more

contractions of "not", "us", "lrrill", and "u/ould". Therefore,

a profile of TT would have to incl-ude the differentíal- use of
contractions versus a deletion. Further research is needed to
be more specific.
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in
to

There is a reduction in the use of derivational morphemes

the speech of ESL teachers. vocabulary forms in TT appear

Iack derivational prefixes and suffixes.

Surprisingly, this study found that, in general, verb

forms in TT are characterized in the same manner as NS-NS

interactions. This seems contrary to a great deal of the

previous research. Also in contrast to much of the previous

research, there \¡/as no real dif f erence in the use of

inflectional morphemes. There appear to be slightly fewer

inflections of 3rd person, past tense and "ing" forms and a

slightly higher occurrence of plural nouns and possessive

inflections in TT. This finding would have to be confirmed by

further in-depth study"

The data from the present study indicates that NS-NS

discourse contains a higher percentage of words which are in

the most frequently occurring per mil]ion range, 3351- to

73,I23 words per million. An examination of the word

Erequency Book (Carro1l, Davies & Richman, L977) shows that

most of these 31 most frequently occurring words are function

types of words" Again, this finding is consistent with other

findings in this study. In the next 32 71 most frequently

occurring words, Group A teachers had a slightly hígher

percentage than Group B" There may be a tendency for ESL

teachers to use more commonly occurring content types of words

than Non-ESL teachers, but this would have to be examined in

greater depth.
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Limitations

Ferguson (1981) says:

"Perhaps the most serious disadvantage of all these names

for simplified registers is that they tend to focus
research on particular registers or styles rather than on

the dimensions of variation which cut across them".

Certainly, that is one of the limitations to generalizability

of this study, in that it is l-imíted to TT situations

involving NNSs who are at an intermediate language proficiency

Ieve1" This means that the TT profile may not reflect other

teaching sit,uations ínvolving, for example, learners at

beginner proficiency levels" Also in terms of dimensions of

variatíon, this study's results represent an average of a

group of ten teachers and do not account for the individual
language style differences between each teacher"

Furthermore, this study has not accounted for the

interactional nature of the students and teachers in the

classroom. Communication ís, to a greater or lesser degree,

a two-way process in that often what one individual says

el-icits a certain type of response from the second" This

study does not account for language choice, in part, being

formed by the demands of the communicative situation"

Additionally, it is unclear to what extent vocabulary

choice is more determined by other factors such as clause or

sentence type or díscourse style, for example. Vocabulary may
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be the result of another causaf factor instead of an

independent choice" There is no control for this in the

present study.

Also, the language proficiency of the students \¡/as not

formally tested but left to identification by the teacher"

The leaves an element of subjectivity which coul-d influence

the fíndings.

Because of the large number of categories and sub-

categories of vocabulary forms, more powerful statistical

tests could not be used because of the risk of optimizing on

chance" As a result, specific comparisons between Group A

(ESL teachers) and Group B (Non-ESL teachers) for each feature

could not be made" Also, because of the ranges chosen for the

frequency per million comparison, more exacting conclusions

could not be drawn about the nature of the vocabulary

differences in this respect.

Further Research

This study \Àras an exploratory study of a large number of

features specific to vocabulary form. Any of the sub-

categories could be studied more extensively. For example, a

study could be conducted on pronoun forms using the same

research design. Because of the more límited number of

categories, the statistj-cal test in this case could be a t or

F test, thus al-so allowing for individual variatíon of the

scores.
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The results of this study point to the idea that.

vocabulary forms are indicators of syntactical dífferences.

PARSAID would allow for research into this type of difference

using the same research design as the present study.

One area that this study did not account for v/as the

individual discourse style of the speakers" It is not known

how heavily thís infl-uences the findings; however, averaging

of the data accounted for this to a certain extent. This

study did include three teachers who \,vere in both Group A (ESL

teachers) and Group B (Non-ESL teachers) " It would be an

interesting study to use the same research design and

vocabulary form features but use the same individuals in two

different speaking situations as a basis for creating a

profile whích could be compared to those created ín this

study "

An extension of this idea would be to use the s¿Lme

teacher or the same group of teachers speaking to NNSs with

differing proficiency IeveIs" This would help to identify if

FT is a \¡ray of mimicking the NNSs " It would also create a

continuum of FT from the way in which NS speak to each other

to the way in which they speak to those they perceive to have

Iitt1e or no proficiency in their language.

As there lr/as a significant difference in the total number

of words used by ESL teachers, a study of this difference

would also be valuable. Such an investigation would involve

a research design intended to discover whether it is the
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velocity, pause time or a combination of both causing the

difference in the total number of words.

Further research into the frequency of occurrence per

million words could yield some valuable information about FT"

More data and further sub-divisions of ranges of occurrence

could give us more information about lexical choice" The

notion of simplicity in thís respect is still largely

undefined. It would be interesting to have a theory proposed

about the notion of simplicity and word choice" so far,

simplicity and vocabulary choice in FT seems to be based on

intuitive choices and explanations"

Another interesting study would be a survey or

quantitative study on whether or not teachers are making

conscíous choíces about their language" If sor what do they

think they are doing or what is their strategy for simplifying

their language? Further to this, in terms of sel-f-knowledge

and pedagogic choices, could a sub-system be developed for

analyzing TT and providing feedback to teachers in their

conscíous or unconscíous choices?

Another worthwhile study would be a survey or

quantitative study of what L2 learners perceive as

simplification" This could include information on what they

find beneficial or not beneficial in terms of TT"
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Conclusion

In conclusion, this study has added a dimension to the

study of vocabulary forms and vocabulary commonness with

respect to FT which to date has remained largely unexplored"

By examining vocabulary forms in a quantitative and

comprehensive manner, we are better able to profile the nature

the language adjustments teachers make when speakíng to NNS

learners. with this profiler w€ can begin a discussion as to

the notion of simplification and its relevance to pedagogic

decisions regarding the type of language input chosen with trtt¡S

students" Hopefully, this will ensure that simplification is
not practised in a way that wil-l- result in cognitive

simplification also"

Most importantly, this study has pointed to a number of

more specific and valuable research avenues for further study

in this area" The computer program PARSAID has been an

invaluable tool in undertaking this type of comprehensive and

quantitative study. With PARSAID, the possibilities for
further detailed research are very attractive and immediate"

Detailing and counting large corpora is no longer forbidding

and it is this type of research which will result in a better

understanding the nature of language in the second language

acquisition process.
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APPENDTX CODTNG

Basic Codinq Procedure

Every word. or connected group of words in the text is

coded by a series of digrits in square brackets. Each digrit

represents a particular sub-category within a main category.

Where a main category is not. applicable Lo the word a zeto is

entered. There are B main categories in the coding scheme, so

the maximum length of a word code is B digits. However, most

codes are shorter that. this, since coding ceases with the last

non-zero categorization in every case. For example, in a

sentence beqinning, "I went. . . . ", "went" is coded 1220241.

Column 1: General classification - "went" is a content
word so it is coded u2'.
Column 2: Grammatical Form - "went" is a verb so it is
coded '2u.
Column 3: Pronoun Form - a zero is coded here as it does
not apply to this word.
Column 4: Verb Form "\dent" is a finite main verb sou2' is coded.
Column 5: Inflectional Morpheme - "\,vent" is marked for
tense so it is coded with a u4' which is past tense.

fn the description be1ow, the I main categories are labelled

by the l-etters A to H as a way of naming each column.

The coding has been described generally in Chapter 3.

What follows is an expansion of this description.

The coding is not as precise as is possible, since the

linguistic model used for classification is not as complex as

is possible. The purpose was to impose a generalized

classif icat.ion system as an indicator of tlpes of forms.
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Specifics of Codinq Procedure

A. GeneraT CLassification

l-. Function Word.s; of ten calted " structure words " in the

literature (Robinett, 197I) .

The most frequently occurring are Lhe following:

a. articles - €-9., the, an-
b. PrePositions - e.9., in, on.
c. auxiliarY verbs - ê.9., do, might'
d. co-ordinating conjunctions - €.9., and, or'
e. subordinating conjunctions - e.9. , because,

aJthough.
f . interrogative pronourrs - e .9., where, why'
g. relative pronouns e.q., who, which'
h. comPlementizer - e.9., that.

Function Word.s characteristically indicate the tlpe of

grammatical structure which is to follow in the form of a

content word. They are the frame on which content words are

hung. They have little referential meaning and belong to a

closed c]ass, i.e., a class to which new words are added only

rarely in the historical development of the language- While

actually few in number, they are frequently used'

2 . Content Words (RobinetL , 1-97I )

Content Words belong to an open class of words which can

be endlessly created and. freely substituted. These words

usually have a denotative meaning-, i.e., they refer to

some existing entity, condition, action, manner, etc'

They include:

a. nouns - corrunon, e.9., dogi proper, e '9',
ETizabeth.

b. verbs - e. g . TurTt eat .

c. adjectives - e .9., heavY, PrettY.
d. adverbs - e .9., verYt quickTY
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e. pronouns - ê.g., I, those- NoLe: Pronouns are
included here because they too are denobative,
i.e., they refer Lo actual persons, things etc'

Derivational morphemes (prefixes and suffixes) can be

added to Content Words to create words with new meanings,

€.g., disavow. See main category H for details about

coding.

Interj ections

Interjections are often used by speakers to create a

pause and are not usually intended to convey meaning-

These tlpes of words and sounds include okay, so, uh, and

um. To code these words, it was first determined if they

hrere an ansv¡er to a question or just inter j ected f or

pause . For example, " okay " can be an ans\^/er to a

question or just a pausing device. If it was an ansvÍer

to a question it. was coded as an adverb (see Column B,

number 5 below) . If there iirlas a series of int.erjections,

each was coded as follows: uh[3] uh[3] okay[3].

B. GrammaticaT Form

L. Noun

This is a word used for a person

It is simply coded: dogl21-l .

Verb

This form includes lexical and

that appears is counLed separately.

place or thing.

auxiliary verbs.

For example, "IEach verb
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must v¡ash the car", mustlLzOLl wash122021, wherein the

auxiliary is coded separately from the main verb'

some verbs are considered to be phrasal verbs and

their meaning cannoL be separated from the particle which

follows. For example, in "I qave in to their demands", gave

inl22}2l is coded as one. Further explanation of verbs and

coding is contained below in 'rDrt. Auxiliaries are coded as

structure words and. the remainder of verbs aS content words'

3. Pronoun

Pronouns, words which can substitute for nouns, are

easily identified and. coded. For example, "She took her book",

she [ 23L] her [ 233] . Oefinitions of the differenL t)rpes of

pronouns are given in rrcrr below. Relative and interrogative

pronouns are considered to be Function Words and the remainder

of t)¡pes are Content Words. The following pronouns can

function as determiners and when occurringr in this position

are coded as Function Words and determiner:

every, each, some, either, any, neither,
these, those, t.haL, this .

4. Adjectives

These are words which modify nouns. For example,

"subordinate clause", subordinaLel2ll clause l2Il'

5. Adverb/mu1ti-word adverbial-

A word or phrase of thíS nature further defines,

qualifies or modifies a verb, adjective or another adverb'

For example, in ',He ran quickly", quickly 1251 modifies the
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verb. In "He ran very quickly", coding is very t25l quickly

1251 , with "very" furLher defining the adverb.

In "She is a very pretty giirl", very[25] further

defines the adjective "PreLtY".

Some adverbs appear as multi-word uníts and were

Coded AS One. For example, "I Showed you this last Lime", laSt

time t25l .

Conjuncts and disjuncts are coded as adverbs. For

example, "Moreover, he left.. " Moreover[25]

"Frankly, I think. . . . " n'rankly[25]

Also/ responses to questions such as "yes, flo, okay"

were coded aS adverbs. All adverbs were coded aS content

words.

6. Prepositions

These are structure words which help to show a

relationship between a noun and some other word(s) in the

sentence. They can appear as phrases and are coded as one.

For example, 'rf ' 11 take this instead of that " , instead of [ 1-6 ]

The following are considered as prepositions:

about, above/ across, after, agrainst, along/ arnongl 'around, ât, before, behind, below, beneath, beside(s),
between, beyond, by, despite, down, duringr, for, from, in,
into, like/ near, of , off, ofl, out, over, since, througth,
throughout, to, toward(s), under, until, uP, upon, with,
within, wiLhout, according to, along with, apart from, as far
âs, asid.e from, as to, because of , by way of , except for, in
regiard to, in addition to, in spite of, instead of, on account
of, on top of, out of, together with.
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'7 . Co-ordinating conjunctions

These are words which join two structures of equal

grammatical t]¡pe (nouns, verbs, phrases, clauses etc. ) . They

include:

and, ot, but, nor, for, so, Yet, Plus.

8. Subordinatinq Conjunctions

These are words which connect a dependent and

independent clause wherein the dependent clause relies on the

independent clause for its fu11 meaning. Subordinating

conjunctions include:

after, althougth, âs, as if , as long as, as soon as/
as though, because, before, since, so that, than, though,
unless, until, when, whenever/ where, wherever/ whether,
whi1e.

9. Determiner (Swan, 1980)

These are structure words which appear before a

noun, and add further definition or specificaLion to the noun/

but are not adjectives. The following are determiners:

a/an, the, this, that, these, those, some, âDY, flo,
each, every, either, neither, what, whatever, whichever,
which, all, both

Swan would also include possessive pronouns/ but for

this study these are excluded as determiners and classified as

pronouns (Column B, number 3). Determiners are coded as

follows: "The house is..." theIi-9]
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C. Pronouns (Quirk & Greenbaum, L973)

L. Personal

These include both subject and object. forms:

I, lrìe, we, us, you, he, him, she, her, it, theY,
them.

2. Reflexive

These are:

myself, ourselves/ yourself, yourselves, himself,
herself, itself, themselves.

3. Possessive

Possessive pronouns include :

ffiy, mine, our/ ours, your, yours, his, her, hers,
its, their, theirs.
Please note that words in this form are not coded as
beingr possessive in rrE'r below.

4. Reciprocal

These are:

each other, one another.

5. Interrogative

These are:

who, whom, whose, what, which.

6. Demonstrative

Demonstrative pronouns include :

this, these, that, those.

7. Universal

These ínclude:

everyone, everybody, each, everything, all, both.
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8. Partitive

These are:

anyone, anything, anybody, either, ârIY, no one'
nobody, nothing, neither, none'

9. Relative

Relative Pronouns include :

who, whom, whose, Lhat, Lhere'

"There" when uSed in an exist.ential sentenCe AS a

"s1ot-fiIler" for an indefinite noun phrase (Quirk &

Greenbaum, !g'73) , has been coded as a relative pronoun and

Function Word tl-391 However, existential "there'' is reported

aS a Separate count in the results and was done manually.

D. VCTDS

1-. Auxiliary in f inite form

auxiliaries include:

i. Modals - will, would, should, RâY, might/ can,
could, must.

ii. PeriphrasLic Modals - would rather, be able to,
be going to, be about to, have to, have grot to,
be to. be supposed to, used to, be allowed to,
had better.

iii. Have - in perfect verb forms- e'9', He has
grone.

iv. Be in progressive or passive verb forms
e.g., He is runniñ9., The cake was eaten.

v. Do - when used as auxiliary form - e '9', Didhe
go?
Note: ,'Have,' , rrbe,r and. rrdorr can all funCtion
as main verbs in senLences, whereas modals
cannot.

They are classed as FuncLion Words and in the finite

form would be associated with the main verb and subject and
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could carry tense and aspect. For example, "I am going...",

am [ ]-2011 .

2. Main verb in finite form

This would be a verb associated with a subject which

can caT^ry tense/ mood, aspect and voice. For example, "I

went... " / went1220241.

3. Auxiliary in non-finite form

This is an auxiliary which is in a verb phrase, is

not directly associated to a subject, and is not showing tense

or aspect. For example, "Having been offended before, John

1eft" , been1L203).

4. Main verb in non-finite form

This is a main verb not associated with a subject

and not showing tense or mood. It can stil-l show aspect and

voice such as the present participle or the past participle

and also includes the infinitive. For example, "I found him

working", working1220461 .

5 . rnf initive with rr to rr

The inf initive with r¡ to rr is coded as one. For

example, "T want to go to the store", to got2205).

6. Bare Infinitive

This is the infinitive or root form of a verb

without the rr to rr included. For example, "He made me go " ,

so12206l.
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'7 . Copula

When t.he verb 'be' is used to describe a state of

being and is not in an auxiliary position, then it is coded as

the Copula. An example is: "He is 25 years old", isl2207l.

B. Imperative

This is the imperative voice or command and the

subject is an implied "you". For example, "Please get the

police " , (you) get l220\l .

E. InfTectionaf Morphemes (Fromkin & Rodman, L983)

A morpheme is generally defined as the basic element of

meaning. Inflectional morphemes never change the grammatical

form of the word to which they are attached and simply add

further grammatical meaning to the word. The coding rnras

straightforward: for example, "The co\^/s went to greener

pastures " , cows t2l-001-l . The f inal digit rr:L rr represents the

plural rr s rr morpheme.

F. and G. Contractions (Jones & Wepman, 1-966)

Contractions are a characterist.ic of spoken language,

particularly as it is speeded up and is less formal in nature.

The coding was simply: "I'd like to go" It231l 'd[]-201-061.

T\,ro columns were needed as only 9 sub-categories per column

are permitted with PARSAID and there are ten conLract.ions.
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H. Productive Derivational- Morphemes (Fromkin & Rodman, J-983)

Morphemes of this tlpe can be added to Content Words to

create new Content Words with new meaning. Derivational

suffixes often change the grammatical class of the word. For

example, sing as a verb plus rrerrr gives us singer as a noun

form. These morphemes are called prefix and suffix. An

example of the coding would be; "She was unhappy abouL that",

unhappy 124000001-l .
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APPENDTX B: SAffPLE CORPUS

here is you have to uh imitate me.
vo i ce. I don't care about the sounds.
m i spronounc i ng sounds. I want you to

tate the mus I c of my

don't care if you're
i tate the music of my

Imi

I
im

voice. so you do this. Do it in the privacy of your home
somewhere you know where you can uh sound as s i I I y as you
think you sound. okay? so you practise reading this and once
you figure you sound close to what I sound I ike then I want
you to record yourself. s Doing the poem by yourself. okay?
I've also recorded for you the first few paragraphs of this.
okay. This is just a newspaper article on medicare. And I want
you to do the same thing. practise reading along with me. Then
what I've asked you to do is go ahead and read the next three
paragraphs by yourself into the tape. Okay. And they,re not
paragraphs that I've recorded but that you' I I record by
yourself. okay? Al I the instructions are on the tape too.s
okay? so you can go ahead and do that. First off, before I set
you of f doing that let's talk a little bit about um English
and about stress and rhythm and i ntonat i on because you
i nd i cated to me that you fe I t that you were hav i ng some
problem That you sounded too choppy. okay. uh I have some
material here for you. okay. Have you done any lessons on
stress? word stress and and sentence stress before? s you have
hey? so are you familiar with this concept that English is a
stress timed rhythm I ike a piece of music? Kay it has regular
beats and depend i ng on the k i nds of words that are i n a
sentence or a passage we try and cram them in between the
regular beats. okay. so its timed I ike this and however
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ÃPPENDIX C: 8Ã3{PLE CODED CORPT}S

The following sample is printed from PARSAID files.

here[25] is[22O7] you[291] have to[1201] imitate12206l

me[231 ] Imitatel22o}l the[19] music[21 ] of[16] my[231 ]

voicel2ll. It231l doIl 2o1] n't[15002] carelZz)zl about[10] the[19]

sounds[21O01 ]. it231 I do[1 2O1] n't[15002] carel22j2) ¡ f[16]

youI ZS1) 're[120109] mi spronounci ne122O26001 lsounds[21001 ].

I t231 I want l22o2l you i231 I to i m i tat el22o5l

the[19] musi c1211 of[16] myi231 I voicel2ll. so[15]

you[2311 dol2zo8] thisi236l. Dol22o8l ¡t[231] in[16]

the[1 9] pr i vacy[21 ] of [1 6] your lZsSl home[21 ] somewhere[238]

you [ 231] know l22o2l whe rel28l you [231 ]

can[ 12O1) uh[3] soundl22}2l as[181 si I ly[21 ] as[18]

you [ 231] th i nkl22o2l you [231 ] sound l22o2l '

okay[3] So[15] vou[231] practisel22o2l

reading[22046]this1236l and[17] once[25] you[231]

f i gu rel22!2l you t231 I soun dl22o2l c I ose

to[16] what[139] ii231l soundl22o2l like[25]

then[18] It231l wantl22o2l you1231l to recordl2205l

yourse lfl232l Do i ng [22046] the[1 9] poem[21 ] by[1 6]

yourse lfl2321 okay[3] ? It231 I ve[120108]

at soIzs] recorded l22o25l forIl o] you[231 ] the[1 9]

f irstl24l few[2a] parasraphs[21001] of[16] this[236].

okay[3]. This[236] i sl22o7l just[25i ¿[1sl
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newspaperl24l art i cl e[21 ] on[1 6] medicaretZtl. And[17]

to dol22o5l the[1 9]I [231 ] want l22o2l you [ 231 ]

same[24] th i ng [21 ] . Pract i se l22j8l read i ng l22O46l

along[25] wi th[16] me[2s1 ] . Then[18] what[139]

r [231 ] 've [ 1 201 O8] ask edl22j25 I you [231 ]

to dol22o5l i sl22o71 go[2206] and[1 7] readl22o6l

the[19] nextt2Sl three[24] paragraphs[21001 ] by[1 6]

yourselt1232)

okay[3].

into[16] the[19] tapel21l.
And[17] they[231] 'rel22O7Og)

not[25] paragraphs[21001 ] that[139] It231)

've[1 201 08] recorded l22]25lbut t1 7l that [1e]

you [ 231 ]

yourseltl232l
'l I [120103]recordl22O2l by[16]

. okay[3] ? Ar r[24]

the[19] i nstruct ions[21001002] arel22O7 I on[1 6]

the[19] tapel217 too[25]. okay[3] ?

So[15] you[2311 can[1 201 ] gol22O2l ahead[25]

and[17] dol22o2l that[236] . F i rst [25] off [25]

before[25] It231l set[2202] you12311 ot f l25l
do i nel22o46 I that t2361 I etl22O8l 's [23 1 007 ]

talkl22o4l a[19] I ittl el24l bitl2ll abouttl6l

um[3] Engl ish[21] and[17] about[16] stress[21]

and[17] rhythm[21 ] and[17] intonat ion[21000002] because[18]

you [ 231 1 i nd i cated l22j24l to [ 1 6] me [231 ]

thatItsslyou[231] fe I t l22o24lthat [18] you[2311

werel1201 4l frav i ngl22O26lsomel29l prob I ems[21 001 ] .
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That[18] vou[231] sounded[22o2a]too[25]

choppylzsooOoozl. okav[3]. Uh[3] I [231 ]

havel22}2l some[29] material [21 ] here[25] for[16]

you[ 231] okavt3l. Havetl 201 I vãui 2s1l

done 122025 I an yr24l I essons [21 OO1 ] on [ 1 6] st ress [21 ] ?

word[24] stress[21] and[17] and[17] sentencel24l

stress[21 ] beforel2ST? You[231) havel22ol7

hey[3] ? So[15] are[2207] You[231]

fami I iarl24l wi th[16] thist239l concept[21 ]

that[18] Engl ish[21] isl22}7J a[19] stressl24l

timedl22o4'irhythmt2l I I iketl6l a[1e] piecet2l l

of i 1 6l mus i cL21l? okaY [3] i t [231 ]

has[ 2ZOZ] regu larl24l beats[210O1 ] and[17] dependins[22046]

on[16] the[19] kindst2lool I oft16l words[21oo1 ] that[18]

areIZZO7] in[16] a[19] sentence[21] or[17] a[19] passage[21]

we [231 ] t ry[ 2202] and [ 1 7] craml22j2l them[231 ]

in between[16] thetlgl regularl24l beats[210o1].

okay[3]. so[15] itt231l 'sL22O7011 timedl22o457

I ike[16] thislzsal andtlTl however[18]
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APPENDIX D

TABLË1-GROUPA

VOCABULARY FORM

A.General Classification

l.Function Word

()

2.Content Word

3.lnterjection

FREOUENCY OF VOCABULARY FORM

1

B.Grammatical Form

2

1.Noun

96

2.Verb

3

225

99

3.Pronoun

7

4

197

4.Adjective

52

14

5

ESL TEACHER

137

S.Adverb

43

50

6

5

64

77

41

7E

67

7

7

109

72

73

24

23

67

4

I

155

46

46

41

11

14

4

44

I

117

30

53

69

25

19

16

23

10

173

44

40

57

18

11

TOT

28

5

152

5B

80

22

10

14

43

X

I

220

43

697

35

I

24

34

7

1 549

63

69.7

15

33

14

77

53

154.9

63

14

39

19

31

7 .7

7B

341

20

15

61

574

34.1

26

33

451

57.4

36

186

45.1

214

18.6

21.4



APPENDIX D TABLE 1 (cont)

VOCABULARY FORM

6.Preposition

7.Co-ordinating
Conjunction

S.Subordinating
Conjunction

1

9.Determiner

21

C.Pronoun Form

2

29

l.Personal

15

3

2.Ref lexive

12

15

2

4

3. Possesive

32

13

12

2

4.Reciprocal

5

21

18

S.lnterrogative

4

2

6

46

6.Demonstrat¡ve

21

18

7

0

5

7

49

T.Universal

1

7

14

7

7

4

28

I

0

24

1

23

4

4

o

I

I

1

0

19

2

17

5

5

5

0

10

20

0

0

13

6

0

22

10

TOT

0

7

I

31

3

0

16

187

0

1

15

1

2

3

F

25

6

0

18.7

2

11

0

B5

0

5

I

31

0

0

0

1

8.5

I

56

3

0

22

0

0

172

0

7

5.6

5

0

38

0

0

17.2

1

2

2

0

298

0

0

0

1

5

7

29.8

1

0

18

0

.5

5

0

0

1.8

0

11

11

0

1

52

1.1

B

5.2

.8



APPENDIXD TABLE 1 (cont}

VOCABULARY FORM

B. Partitive

9.Relative

D.Verb Form

l.Auxiliary in Finite

N)

1

2.Main Verb in Finite

3

2

3.Auxiliary in
Non-Finite

6

1

3

4.Main Verb in
Non-Finite

5

6

15

4

S.lnfinitve with "to"

3

32

3

6.Bare lnfinitive

13

5

1

T.Copula

30

0

0

rl

4

S.lmperative

3

18

1

0

5

6

7

3

4

12

5

0

I

I

8

1

4

1

17

b

4

5

1B

11

I

2

2

4

25

3

8

0

3

11

10

10

2

1

1

18

0

TOT

4

4

5

16

10

1

6

1

29

27

0

4

0

X

12

1

0

31

2.9

5

23

0

1

5

16

I

3.1

1

1

29

0

120

0

4

I

0

231

6

12.O

11

1

0

I

1

23.1

I

I

0

3

I

o

10

.B

48

1

7

2

45

4.8

1

12

11

4.5

5

83

1.1

26

8.3

2.6



APPENIDIX D TABLE 1 (cont)

VOCABULARY FORM

E.lnflectional
Morphemes

l.Plural

2. Possessive

3.3rd Person Singular

(¡)

1

4.Past Tense

2

5.Past Participle

5

3

6."ing" Form

2

4

T.Comparative

4

2

0

8. Superlative

4

5

5

3

F. & G. Contractions

0

3

2

6

3

f.is - 's

3

5

0

0

0

2.not - n't

7

3

0

2

3

0

I

0

0

0

I

0

3

2

3

0

I

0

7

I

0

2

4

0

1

0

6

0

10

1

2

0

1

6

2

1

I

TOT

5

0

0

0

0

1

2

6

2

3

27

V

0

2

0

0

1

1

4

0

78

0

0

2

1

0

0

o

3

6

7.8

3

0

4

14

3

0

.9

3

8

1

28

0

1.4

3

0

4

5

17

2

0

.8

1

0

43

1

1.7

0

1

1

4

2

.3

0

2

1

5

0

4

30

17

3.0

1,7



APPENDIX D TABLE 1 (cont)

VOCA.BULARY FORM

3.will -'ll

 ,am -'m

5.has - 's

6.would -'d

Þ

1

7.had -'d

4

2

B.have -'ve

1

0

Lare - 're

3

0

0

1O.us - 's

0

0

4

0

H.Derivational
Morphemes

0

0

1

0

5

0

l.Prefix

0

0

0

1

6

o

2.Suffix

0

0

0

o

0

0

3.Prefix and Suffix

4

0

7

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

I

0

1

0

0

0

4

1

0

3

I

0

1

0

B

o

0

3

0

0

1

10

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

7

TOT

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

18

0

0

X

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

2

1.8

0

2

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

4

0

0

1

17

0

1

4

0

I

1

0

.7

2

0

.9

0

4

7

0

29

,7

0

2.9

0



APPEI{D|X D TABLE 1 (cont}

VOCABULARY FORM

Total Words

Total Farsed Words

Average Frequency

(tl

1 2

337

322

3

317

5909.22

310

4

201

8057.92

192

5

123

8715.0

121

6

189

7257.8

185

7

't1747.72

240

224

I

188

7050,04

177

o

256

6803.33

246

10

232

5335.46

TOT

217

318

6707.11

301

2401

51 10.4

2296

240.1

ø*G

229.6

7269.4



APPENDIX D
TABLE2-GROUPB

VOCABULARY FORM

A.General Classification

l.Function Word

J

O)

2.Content Word

3.lnterjection

1

FREOUENCY OF VOCABULARY FORM

E.Grammatical Form

2

1.Noun

113

2.Verb

3

244

138

3. Pronoun

7

4

235

4.Adjective

I

NON-ESL TEACHER

I

5

S.Adverb

139

44

114

6

6

85

173

134

5B

85

12

7

245

78

113

31

35

64

4

8

198

50

26

107

56

3B

33

I

I

191

58

34

73

99

21

41

6

10

146

86

57

23

120

20

TOT

51

5

81

210

24

52

105

32

X

50

6

78

207

1 052

31

41

19

44

14

1 988

66

105.2

19

60

23

77

37

198.8

97

17

45

15

7.7

54

69

517

25

23

60

748

51.7

18

25

519

74.8

30

251

51 .9

247

25 .1

24.7



APPENDIX D TABLE 2 (cont)

VOCABULARY FORM

6.Preposition

7.Co-ordinating
Conjunction

B.Subordinating
Conjunction

\¡

1

9.Determiner

20

C.Pronoun Form

2

l,Personal

41

20

3

2.Reflexive

18

16

7

4

3. Possesive

29

40

5

I

4.Reciprocal

5

35

5.lnterrogative

44

7

7

66

6

6.Demonstrative

24

30

19

0

I

31

7

T.Universal

3

33

34

15

11

0

17

8

1

32

10

25

11

12

0

2

25

I

0

28

3

44

3

6

0

7

35

10

0

0

30

1

2

33

I

TOT

0

13

3

34

1

0

0

27

1

329

3

0

14

5

X

27

2

0

2

35

4

32

127

0

1

.9

5

19

1

0

2

1

31

12.7

73

4

1

0

39

0

304

0

2

7.3

3

1

32

0

0

30,4

0

3

5

325

1

5

0

1

2

3

2

32.5

0

0

32

1

.3

4

4

1

3.2

0

10

15

1

1

43

1.5

7

4.3

.7



APPENDIX D TABLE 2 (cont)

VOCABULARY FORM

L Partitive

9. Relative

D.Verb Form

l.Auxiliary in Finite

@

1

2.Main Verb in Finite

1

3.Auxiliary in
Non-Finite

2

I

5

3

4,Main Verb in
Non-Finite

10

5

12

4

S.lnfinitve with "to"

2

47

3

6.Bare lnfinitive

15

5

7

T.Copula

31

o

4

14

6

S.lmperative

6

21

4

0

3

14

7

6

8

25

0

2

5

16

B

1

7

5

33

0

4

1

10

16

I

0

6

4

35

2

0

3

4

22

14

10

0

4

4

20

0

0

6

5

TOT

22

3

2

15

6

32

26

4

0

7

X

15

I

0

63

I

3

39

0

15

0

.2

13

10

0

6.3

I

3

29

4

o

148

15

3

3

306

0

6

0

14.8

16

2

30.6

3

0

3

I

7

0

5

63

2

0

13

0

64

6.3

1

16

I

6.4

0

114

.8

15

11 .4

1.5



APPENDIX D TABLE 2 (cont}

VOCABULARY FORM

E.lnflectional
Morphemes

l,Plural

2. Possessive

3.3rd Person Singular

(0

1

4.Past Tense

2

5.Past Participle

B

3

6."ing" Form

0

11

T.Comparative

4

0

1

B. Superlative

5

1B

5

3

F. & G. Contractions

0

15

4

13

6

1.is - 's

2

I

0

17

2

2.not - n't

7

0

0

6

7

0

24

5

0

I

1

0

3

0

4

10

5

0

6

I

0

1

5

4

4

0

4

0

10

1

0

0

3

7

I

0

5

11

TOT

0

6

4

2

5

5

1

0

11

I

0

3

0

0

4

11

I

0

114

2

0

5

2

1

7

16

2

5

11 .4

3

0

2

34

0

o

.5

4

B

4

55

0

3.4

6

0

5

7

41

5 ,5

0

2

0

80

12

4 .1

0

3

2

8.0

4

0

.3

0

15

0

2

64

18

6.4

1.8



APPENDIX D TABLE 2 {cont)

VOCABULARY FORM

3.will -'ll

4.am -'m

S.has - 's

6.would -'d

No

1

7.had -'d

0

2

8.have -'ve

0

1

9.are -'re

3

0

3

10.us - 's

0

0

4

0

H.Derivational
Morphemes

0

0

0

0

5

0

l.Prefix

0

1

0

0

0

2.Suffix

6

3

0

0

0

0

3.Prefix and Suffix

3

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

I

0

o

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

I

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

3

3

I

0

1

0

0

TOT

4

0

0

1

1

1

3

1

0

0

B

0

0

0

0

3

12

0

0

5

0

,B

0

0

0

0

5

o

5

.5

0

0

0

2

1

0

.5

1

7

0

0

0

.2

0

0

0

12

2

0

0

0

12

1

.2

1

0

1

1.2

0

6

0

1

0

6

1

0

63

1

2

b .3

.2



APPENDIX D TABLE 2 (cont}

VOCABULARY FORM

Total Words

Total Farsed Words

Average Frequency

1

N

2

379

364

3

398

8771 .91

378

4

231

9370.96

215

5

303

9301.56

298

6

410

8775.93

383

7

339

8590.7

318

I

321

7960.13

302

I

2s0

8183.63

249

10

348

9433.13

TOT

335

335

9544.74

326

331 4

8380.25

31 69

331.4

++é

316.9

8831.29



ÃPPEN'DIX E

WORD TYPE

the
of
and
a
to
in
is
you
that
ír
he
for
v¡as
on
are
as
with
his
they
at
be
thís
from
I
have
or
by
one
had
not
but
what
all
were
when
we
there
can
an

FREQUESüCY OF OCCURRE}üCE PER.

FREQUENCY/MILLION

7 3L23
28462
2677 2
24442
236s3
L9366
1L643

957 3

9266
9L7 9
8245
7 687
7 457
7 136
67 43
6296
s933
s3 16
52 B5

467 8
4554
4517
4456
4405
4346
3992
3924
3908
3634
3631
3620
33s0
3280
3200
3 103
3067
2917
287 I
2814

MTLLION

RANK

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10
11
T2

13
L4
15
16
L7
18
19

20
2L
22
23
24
2s
26
27
2B

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

L22



WORD TYPE

your
which
thei-r
said
if
do
will
each
about
how
up
out
them
then
she
many
some
SO

these
would
other
into
has
more
her
two
like
him
see
time
could
no
make
than
first
been
its
who
now
people
my

FREQUENCY PER MILLION

27 64
267 B

2530
2469
246L
2440
2438
2426
2423
2413
2409
233s
2307
2306
227 5

2263
2234
2227
2r49
2138
207 3
2062
2003
7949
I87 7
IB7 6

1868
L7 62
r634
L634
I607
1606
ls38
1s30
147 B

1447
14 11
737 2
L37 T

1344
1,328

RANK

40
4L
42
43
44
45
46
47
4B

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
s6
57
5B

s9
60
61
62
63
64
6s
66
67
6B

69
70
7L
72
73
74
75
76
77
7B

79
BO

L23



WORD TYPE

made
over
did
down
only
f,ùay

find
use
may
water
long
littl-e
very
after
words
called
just
where
most
know

FREQUENCY PER

r326
T3T4
1307
1302
1280
L27 9
r229
1219
12L7
1207
LI1 6
1 150
Ll49
114 3
LT24
1110
1 105
1082
1078
r07 2

MILLION RANK

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

87
8B

B9

90
91
92
93
94
9s
96
97
98
99

100

From Word Frequency Book (Carroll, Davies & Richman, L97I)

L24



APPEruDIX F

TABLE 1 - GROUP A, ESL TEACHERS

FREOUEzuCY OF OCCURREruCE PER MILLIOzu

3351 - 73,123 1 604 - 3350 1072 - 1600 11 - 1071

1

2
3
4
5
b
7
B

I
10

112
130
66
36
B4
B5
6B
76
59
87

63
35
25
29
37
30
1B
50
âoUO

60

13
7
B

6
4
o

7
6

1B
12

104
110
73
41
54
94
53
B6
B9

121

30
2B
20
I
6
6

31
2B
16
21

125




